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Jennifer Wolford, a junior 
English major, says the Ravine is 
a good place to exercise her 
creative juices. Find out where 
Wolford and other Eastern senior 
artists get their inspiration. Bl 
Vickers Village tenants say goodbye 
BYQMAVAHE       
NewsadHor 
Diane Tyer signed a lease for 
her Vickers Village apartment last 
June. As the pen glided across the 
paper, her ideas of what she want- 
ed her future home to be like 
danced through her head. 
After she and her husband 
moved into their two-bedroom cin- 
der block home, renovations 
began. Tyer ordered wall-to-wall 
carpet and had it installed. She had 
draperies made for the odd-shaped 
windows that surround her apart- 
ment. She even installed a new 
faucet for the kitchen sink. 
"We like it here. It's a place 
where my grandchildren have 
room to play when they come to 
visit," she said. 
u If they want to pay me more to live 
off campus, then 111 leave. 
—Diane Tyer 
Vickers Village resident 
» 
Now, in the back of Tyer's 
mind aits the picture of the next 
nine her grandchildren visit the 
rolling hills of Vickers Village, 
where they once played, will be 
the site of tom-down apartments 
and uDed-up dirt 
Five months after moving into 
the new apartment Iyer says she 
and her husband, along with 
other Village residents, received 
K»vln MartWProor»M 
Jo* PsMegrtno, a professor In the English department, reads works by 
Sylvia Plath Tuesday. Low pay Is forcing him to teach elsewhere. 
Professor leaving 
because of low pay 
BY SAWAM rfcAWCY  
Managing adUor 
English professor Joe Pellegrino 
works hard for his money. 
Besides teaching English cours- 
es in technical writing and litera- 
ture, he coaches the honors pro- 
gram academic team. In the faQ he 
teaches one class of freshmen in 
Honors Seminar, and he also men- 
tors individual students working on 
honors thesis projects. 
Pellegrino's accomplishments 
haven't gone unnoticed. Last week 
he received a national teaching 
award given to only 60 other profes- 
sors across the nation. 
PeOegrino believes that he, along 
with other professors in his depart- 
ment and across campus, are not 
getting the salary they deserve. 
And the administration says 
meres not much they can do right 
now, aside from giving 2.7 percent 
acroeathe-board nim. 
Pellegrino said two issues, facul- 
ty salary inequities and "hiring-in 
above," have made it hard for junior 
faculty to afford to stay at Eastern 
"Hiring-in-above" means new 
professors are being hired at cur- 
rent market mlarirw. However, this 
causes the new teachers to some- 
times have higher salaries than 
junior faculty that have been teach- 
ing for several years. 
PeDegrino said new Engfish pro- 
fessors are being hired at around 
$38,000. After five years of teaching, 
Pellegrino's salary just tops $39,000. 
It foments discord when there's 
money to hire new professors.but 
no money to reward the meritous 
service of professors that have been 
here for several years," PeDegrino 
said. 
He noted that according to 
College and University Personnel 
Association data, he is only at 79 
percent of what he should be earn- 
ing. That means he's earning 
around $10,000 less and with a four 
class load, basically teaching one 
class for free. 
CUPA data is updated each year 
and is used to compare Easterns 
faculty salaries to its benchmark 
universities. 
Pellegrino is married with no 
children, but said salary issues have 
a more severe impact on young fac- 
ulty with families and family insur- 
ance plans. 
The institution is losing good 
people committed to the university 
but cant afford to stay," Pellegrino 
said. 
He knows administrators have 
repeatedly committed themselves 
to working on the problems, but 
does not feel anything effective is 
being done. 
"Don't judge a university on 
what it says, but on what it budgets 
for," Pellegrino said. "And Eastern 
does not budget for faculty reten- 
tion." 
Pellegrino will not be returning 
to Eastern in the fall. He has applied 
for a one-year leave and is doubtful 
he will come back to teach. He's 
leaving the door open, but does not 
expect the university to offer him 
what he needs to return. 
"I could be convinced to come 
back if I, and others, were offered 
100 percent of benchmarks," 
Pellegrino said. He does not expect 
this will happen. 
He is moving to South Carolina 
where his wife Amanda has accept- 
ed a job as a school psychologist in 
the Greenville area school system. 
She currently works at Eastern's 
counseling center. 
Pam Schlomann, chair of the 
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letters attached to their door. 
Iyer said the letter stated that all 
residents of the Village must 
move out by June 30. 
Tyer, a secretary in the history 
department, moved into her 
apartment last June from 
Brockton housing after waiting 
two and a half years to be placed 
in the Village for faculty and staff 
housing. 
Tyer, along with a dozen other 
Village residents received the let- 
ters from Assistant Director of 
Facility Services Rich Middleton. 
The letter explained that all resi- 
dents in the 16 apartments and 
nine duplexes would be forced to 
leave because the land where 
Vickers Village now sits is the 
future site for the new Business 
and Technology Center. 
"We are giving priority status 
to those who have to move," 
Middleton said. 
Vickers Village, according to 
Robert Rogow, dean of the 
College of Business and 
Technology, is where the new 
center will be built. However, he 
says the actual status of the pro- 
ject has not been decided. 
"The architects need to com- 
plete their work first before the 
construction schedule is finalized. 
Abo, we are waiting for the final 
legislative budget before deciding 
on Phase I construction." Rogow 
said via e-maiL 
"There's other things they 
need on this campus," Tyer said 
about the new center. 
Tyer, upset that she is being 
forced to leave when the universi- 
ty doesn't have enough money to 
complete the project says she has 
been all over Richmond searching 
to find a place to live. 
There's nothing out there that 
I can afford," she said. "If they 
(the university) want to pay me 
more to live off campus, then IH 
leave." 
For now, she says, "the bull- 
dozer will have to force us out" 
Suggestions for 
Stevs Rteftaroson/Progrsst 
Mary HaH, the Student Government Association executive vice president-elect and the current student 
rights committee chair, crosses Kit Carson Avenue during the SGA's safety walk Tuesday night. 
SGA looks for unsafe spots 
There's a shrub that sticks out a little far at the edge of one of 
the Powell employee parking lots on Park Drive, and sometimes 
drivers can't see around it. There's a sharp curve outside some 
Brockton Apartments that needs lighting — apparently, there used 
to be a light there, but someone ran over it. 
And the small driveway between Sullivan 
and Burnam halls is a hot-spot for near-acci- 
dents. 
"I can't tell you how many people I've 
almost hit or who have almost hit me," Erin 
Michalik said Tuesday night 
Michalik, the Student Government 
Association Chair for Academic Affairs, and 
some of her SGA counterparts spent an 
hour Tuesday night pointing out some of 
the areas of campus that raised the biggest 
safety concerns for them. 
The walk, which started outside the 
Powell Building, was led by Mary Hall, serv- 
ing this year as the SGA Chair for Student 
Righto. Hall was elected last week to be next 
year's executive vice president. 
Hall led a group that included Doug 
Whitlock, vice president for administrative 
affairs, James Street, director of facilities 
services, Tom Lindquist, public safety direc- 
tor, and Wynn Walker, assistant public safe- 
ty director. 
They chatted with students — mostly stu- 
dent senators — pointing out areas of cam- 
pus that still needed lights, emergency call 
boxes, or just a little repaving. And Hall, 
who noticed nearly every burnt-out light 
bulb along the way, took notes in a large spi- 
ral notebook. 
The group looked at areas ranging from 
the outskirts of the Brockton Apartment 
complex to a narrow alleyway near the 
McCreary building. 
The safety walk has become an annual 
Student Government tradition, hosted by 
the Student Rights committee. In the past, 
suggestions from the walk have resulted in 
the addition of emergency phones and 
increased lighting in some areas of campus. 
Other residents residing in 
Vickers Village are keeping their 
fingers crossed that enough faculty 
housing wil become available. 
PaulWirtz 
1 wouldn't leave if I didn't have 
to. I think the thing that's most 
frustrating is not being sure if they 
are going to develop this land in 
the next six months," Paul Whts, a 
professor in the College of 
Education, said. 
Wrtz has lived in the VBage for 
four yean sad says you cant beat 
the view of the pood, field and the 
Ashland and Stratton Buildings. 
Wirtz is unhappy that the uni- 
versity has asked residents of the 
Village to move when it has been 
See HOUSE, A8 
Board 
will get 
look at 
budget 
BYJUMUIBOOBW  
Editor 
One of the Board of Regents' 
major tasks Friday afternoon 
will be taking a look at 
Eastern's budget for the 2002 
2003 fiscal year. But for now, 
anyway, the Regents will see a 
budget that is preliminary at 
best. 
Ken Johnston, vice president 
for financial affairs, said that 
the budget he's preparing now 
is not final — it still depends a 
lot on what money conies 
Eastern's way on the state level. 
The Kentucky legislature has 
yet to approve a state budget, 
meaning that money for 
Eastern is not finalized. 
Johnston said that now, he la 
preparing for a 1.8 percent 
decrease in Eastern's operating 
budget funds from the state. 
"We're assuming they are 
considering the same things 
they have talked about all ses- 
sion," he said. "We're continu- 
ing our process." 
When state funds are final- 
ized, Eastern will be able to 
give final approval to the bud- 
get being prepared now. 
Johnston said that preparing a 
budget in advance will allow 
Eastern to "be ahead of the 
game" when state money is 
given. 
Eastern plans to compensate 
for that loss in a variety of 
methods, Johnston said. 
He said that reallocations in 
some parts of the budget have 
saved some money; a first 
round of reallocations saved 
$1.5 million and a second round 
saved an additional $1.9 million. 
Besides these changes. 
Eastern will get more money 
from raising tuition 7.5 percent 
in the fall, a move the Board 
approved a year ago. This raise 
will bring Eastern an estimated 
$3 million. 
The 2002-2003 budget will 
also have to compensate for 
some increased expenses, 
Johnston said, like a projected 
$100,000 increase in the cost of 
health insurance, a $400,000 
increase in workman's compen- 
sation and $400,00 in utility 
costs. 
Faculty and staff are slated to 
get a 2.7 salary increase, which 
will cost Eastern $2 million. 
Faculty will not get merit pay 
this year. 
The Board of Regents 
will meet tomorrow 
afternoon In the Powell 
Building. Aside from 
getting the first look at 
Eastern's budget for 
next year, the Board 
will also vote to 
approve a naming 
policy for Eastern s 
buildings and vote on 
line-item allocation of 
the student activity fee. 
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Progress File Photo 
Pam ScMomann speaks at the first of two Faculty Regent open forums In 
March Schtomann won the Regent poet in a runoff election. 
New faculty regent 
begins term Friday 
BY Jumru BOOEHS  
Editor 
Pam Schlomann has been in a 
leadership role at Eastern for 
the past year, presiding over the 
Faculty Senate meetings the 
first Monday of every month. 
But now she's getting ready 
to take on a different role — 
Eastern's next Faculty Regent 
Schlomann said that her new 
role takes on a new level of 
responsibility. 
'You're dealing with larger 
university issues," Schlomann 
said. 
She's also getting ready to 
change her role from being the 
leader of a "recommending" 
body to becoming one of the 
people who actually makes final 
decisions. 
Right now, she's doing her 
homework —reading agenda 
materials given to Board mem- 
bers so she can be informed 
before making decisions. 
Her duties on the Board will 
begin Friday afternoon when the 
Board has its quarterly meeting. 
Schlomann said that the 
major issues she's going to face 
will be budget decisions, espe- 
cially in light of the state's bud- 
get situation, and improving 
Eastern's physical facilities. 
At any rate, Schlomann said 
she's ready. 
"This has been a great year 
for me working with the 
Senate," she said. 
Schlomann won the title in a 
runoff election last week. She 
had 221 votes to Malcolm 
Frisbie's 160 votes. 
A runoff was necessary after 
the first round of faculty-wide 
elections. Schlomann had the 
most votes in that election, but 
Faculty Senate by-laws require 
the winning candidate to hold a 
majority of total votes cast. 
Schlomann said that she was 
pleased with the slate of candi- 
dates, and the election was a 
good opportunity for her to get 
to know the other candidates, 
which included Frisbie, Bobby 
Barton and Richard Crosby. 
"I think everybody fully 
expected a runoff with four can- 
didates," she said. 
As for Schlomann's replace- 
ment as chair of the Faculty 
Senate, there were two candi- 
dates nominated at the last 
Faculty Senate meeting. Those 
candidates are John Flanagan, 
who currently serves on the 
Senate's executive committee, 
and Keith Johnson, who is on 
the Senate's committee on com- 
mittees. 
Schlomann is replacing 
Merita Thompson as Faculty 
Regent. Thompson is entering 
the retirement transition pro- 
gram in the fall. 
Eric 
e h-,r *-l_ 
Eastern inducts five alumni 
BYGMAVALE 
News editor 
Five Eastern graduates will 
be recognized and inducted into 
the university's Hall of 
Distinguished Alumni. They 
range from politicians to admin- 
istrators, each leaving his or her 
mark on the Commonwealth, 
the university and the nation. 
The five will be honored as 
part of Alumni Weekend. 
Eric Abercrumbie 
Class of 1970 
Eric Abercrumbie, of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, is the director 
of the Office of Ethnic Programs 
and Services and the director of 
the African American Culture 
and Research Center at the 
University of Cincinnati. 
Abercrumbie earned a bache- 
lor's degree in sociology and a 
master's degree in counseling 
from Eastern in 1970 and 1971, 
respectively. He later earned a 
doctorate from the University of 
Cincinnati. 
He is the president of the 
John D. O'Bryant National 
Think Tank for Black 
Professionals on Predominantly 
White Campuses and a member 
of Who's Who Among Black 
Americans. He was named by 
the United States Peace Corps 
as Black Educator of the Year in 
1987. He has also appeared on 
national television programs 
such as ABC's 
"Nightline." 
Judge James E. Keller 
Class of 2000 
Judge James Keller attended 
Eastern from 1960 to 1963 
before attending the Kentucky 
Law School. He was awarded 
his baccalaureate degree in 
2000 under a university policy 
that allows credit transfers. 
Keller is a justice on the 
Supreme Court of Kentucky. 
Janie Abbott Miller 
Class of 1977 
Janie Abbott Miller is a 
native of Shelbyville. She is a 
commissioner with the 
Kentucky Department of 
Insurance. 
Elizabeth Snoddy 
Monarch, Class of 1980 
Elizabeth Snoddy Monarch, 
of Paris, is the executive vice 
president and chief operating 
officer of Cardinal Hill 
Rehabilitation Hospital. 
John Hanlon 
Class of 1964 
Paralyzed in Vietnam com- 
bat, John Hanlon continued 
serving his country in a distin- 
guished 21-year career with the 
Veterans Administration. 
Hanlon earned a bachelor's 
degree in geography and geolo- 
gy and a commission as a sec- 
ond lieutenant in the U.S. Army 
through Eastern's ROTC. He 
served in the 1st Calvary in 
Vietnam and was severely 
wounded in the Battle of la 
Drang Valley in November of 
1965. 
Hanlon has received a Silver 
Star and Purple Heart. An 
Eastern campus street, John 
Hanlon Drive, has been named 
after him. 
Hanlon has been chosen as 
this year's Outstanding 
Alumnus for 2002. 
Judge Danny C. 
Reeves Class of 1978 
Judge Danny C. Reeves of 
Lexington is a Federal District 
Judge of the Eastern District of 
Kentucky. He will be inducted 
into the Hall of the 
Distinguished Alumni. 
Alumni Weekend festivities 
begin Friday night 
The Eastern campus will be hit by a blast from the past at 
alumni from all over the United States converge on the campus 
for Alumni Weekend. 
Members from the graduation classes of 1927, 1932, 1937, 
1942, 1947, 1952, 1957, 1962. 1967, 1972 and 1977 wiU all hold 
reunions. 
Also on the schedule of events is a 6 p.m. faculty and alumni 
reception and an alumni dinner at 7 p.m. Saturday at the 
Arlington House. A "Casino Night" will take place from 8:30 to 10 
p.m. Dinner ia $20 and admission to "Casino Night" is $10. 
Student Appreciation & Leadership 
Recognition Day 
Reception & Awards Ceremony 
f 
Everyone please join us in celebrating student leaders that: 
Inspire shared visions 
Challenge the process 
Enable others to act 
Model the way 
Encourage from the heart 
Also assist us in recognizing 2001-2002 Who's Who Award 
Recipients, and student organization presidents and 
advisors for their hard work, dedication, and leadership at Eastern 
Featuring our student leaders 4 
Keynote speaker President Joanne IC Oasser 
April 25, Thursday 
5pm Powell Lobby 
Present! i       the Ofi       if Student Development \ 
the leadership Dynamics Class    (JSD 225 M 
<■ 
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New Residence Council VP 
seeks improvement next year 
BY SARAH HEANEY 
Managing editor 
The first Residential Life 
Council vice president knows 
that his actions next semester 
will impact not only current but 
also future dorm residents at 
Eastern. 
"I have a sister and friends 
back home who might end up 
here," Adam Hensley said. This 
will be my last year but I want to 
make it better for them." 
The 22-year-old from South 
Williamson said his main focus 
for next year is to make dorm liv- 
ing comfortable for all residents. 
He cited recent air conditioner 
maintenance issues and the lack 
of soap in bathroom dispensers 
as problems that send people 
looking for off-campus resi- 
dences. 
"Any little thing that can help 
residents out deserves some bit 
of attention," Hensley said. 
Hensley's other focus will be 
on increasing participation in 
RLC activities. 
"I want to get more people 
involved," Hensley said. "I want 
to get the number in RLC to be 
higher than what was in RHA 
this year, get more participation 
in the halls. It's going to be a 
rebuilding year for sure." 
Other issues that have come 
up in RHA involve the alcohol 
and visitation policies. Hensley 
A Conversation 
with the 
President... 
PrMktont Joanne Qlasser 
will ho* a "Conversation with 
the President" Thursday from 
8 a.m. to 9 am. in Brock 
Auditorium. 
All members of the University 
community are invited. 
The conversation will include 
a presentation by President 
Qlasser and a question-and- 
answer period immediately 
after. 
ii 
Any little thing that can help residents 
out deserves some bit of attention . 
—Adam Hensley 
Student Government Association 
Vice President (or Residence Life 
yy 
said he was not interested in pur- 
suing any changes to the alcohol 
policy. , 
"That seems like something 
you don't want to touch with a 
12-foot pole," Hensley said, cit- 
ing that the current alcohol 
rules concerning dorms were 
suitable. 
Hensley said modifications to 
the visitation policy might be 
something worth considering if 
there was enough interest. 
Hensley is a staff assistant for 
Martin Hall, but will be resign- 
ing the position next fall in order 
to concentrate on his RLC 
duties. He will be making a move 
to Brockton singles as well. 
Hensley was a residential 
assistant before his current posi- 
tion and served as the RHA sec- 
retary during the 2000-2001 
school year. 
"I want to do more than 
they've (RHA) done this year, 
but I feel they've done a fairly 
decent job," Hensley said. 
Hensley won the vice presi- 
dent post last week in student- 
wide elections. The Residence 
Life Council and Hensley's vice 
presidential position were creat- 
ed as part of the . Student 
Government's new "shared gov- 
ernance" structure, which goes 
into effect for the first time next 
year. 
The RHA closed out its final 
meeting Monday in a flurry of 
spending. Motions were passed 
to allocate $1,250 for the RHA 
banquet. $732 for Kickin' it With 
RHA held yesterday, $500 to 
support the annual RA picnic, 
$200 for a TV in Palmer Hall. 
$100 to fund a disc jockey at a 
Martin Hall event. $50 for film 
developing, and $14.07 for Todd 
Hall's til' Sibs expenses. 
Monkey Business 
Nick Huitger, a freshman interpreting training 
major, lets a 32-year-old monkey named Mr. 
Adam Monk srt on his shoulder at a petting zoo 
outside the Powell Building April 17. 
The event was sponsored by Centerboard for 
this year's Springiest. Centerboard sponsored 
Animal Rentals, Inc., a company that brought a 
variety of animals — including a parrot, chinchilla. 
fox, boa constrictor, hissing cockroaches, tarantu- 
la and a hedgehog to campus. 
Andi Lindenmayer/Progrsst 
► PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
HELP  WANTED 
Now accepting applications for 
all positions. Madison Garden 
Marketing Personnel needed. 
Must be motivated, creative and 
sales oriented. 200-2667 
Helpl I need somebody! 
Madison Garden 
Lifeguards wanted In North 
Myrtle Beach, 8.C.. will train, no 
experience. Apply 
http7Avww.nsbslifeguards.com 
FOR RENT 
Quiet, furnished loft apartment, 
single  occupancy.   Near cam- 
pus. No smoking, no pets. $299 a 
month / utilities included. Call 
859-623-2410 or 859-893-2410. 
Roommate needed: $250.00 a 
month, includes utilities, 
phone/cable optional. Located at 
718 Marietha Dr., Richmond. 
Please leave message at 859- 
626-9796. 
1987 Camry, 4 Door. 5 Speed, 
194K. $1,200. Call 859-623-2410 
or 859-893-2410. 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND: Eyeglasses in case on 
the Duck Derby table at the 
Powell comer April 15. Call 622- 
1143 to claim. 
CUSTOM 
SCREEN 
PRINTING 
Q. This weeks question. 
"What year was America's 
Constitution iwitten?" 
Be the first one to answer 
the question correctly 
& win a Free T-shirt 
Lost Weeks Winter: Mark Joiefo«i 
(859) 624-2200 
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN 
Tell DAN 
& the 
GRUNTS 
How dinner is. 
M )<J(J TO US 9 p.m. ■ midnight 
Monday 
Open 
Mic Night 
Hosted by: 
Lee Mariqnville 
oflVC 
$1 Domestics 
AD Week Long 
Affordable Breast Enhancement 
• In Office Surgery Available 
• LA Trained Surgeons 
• New under arm technique 
• Complimentary consultation 
• Specializing in Natural Appearance 
• Visa, MasterCard & Financing Available 
Waldman Plastic Surgery Center 
254- LOOK or 1-800-270-3396 
125 E. Maxwell St. Suite 303 (Next to UK Campus) 
J utter's ^J • 135 E. Main St. 
Newly Remodeled 
Nightly Specials 
Wed,   - $3 All you can drink 
draft (ladies in free) 
- Wet t-shirt contest 
(cash pkize ! 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Irink 
\tti\ 
M i 
May 9th - Come Ride the BULL! 
2 rides - $5 
624-0249 
We Cater to Private Parties 
129 South First St. 
CM 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 
Thursday 
- 750 Miller Lite 
Friday 
- Home of the original 
$7 All You Can Drink! 
Saturday 
- $1 Domestics 
Come join us Thurs. 
May 2nd for a 
FOAM PARTY 
626-0300 
We cater to private parties. 
I   II 
I 
I 
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► News Briefs 
Next Chautauqua 
lecture tonight 
The yearlong Chautauqua lec- 
ture series on human rights will 
continue with a lecture entitled 
"The Changing Relationship 
between the Tree of Life and the 
Tree of Knowledge." 
The lecture, conducted by Wes 
Jackson, executive director of The 
Land Institute, will take place 
7:30 p.m. tonight in Moore room 
116. 
Leisure Studies event 
benefits scholarship 
The department of Leisure 
Studies will sponsor a 4-person 
team best ball scramble at noon 
on Friday April 26 at Gibson Bay 
Golf Course. 
The Memorial Golf Classic is 
being held in honor of James 
McChesney. All proceeds will go 
to his scholarship fund. 
Tournament registration 
begins at noon: shotgun starts at 
1 pm. Fees are $250 for a 4-per- 
son team, $125 for a 2-person 
team and $65 for individuals. 
This includes greens and cart 
fees, trophies, dinner, profession- 
al massage, door prizes and a $43 
tax-deductible contribution to the 
scholarship fund. 
The registration deadline was 
April 22. A late fee will be 
assessed for any late entries. 
Contact Dr. Jon McChesney at 
622-1835 or e-mail jon.mcches- 
neyOeku.edu for more informa- 
tion. 
English honor society 
hosts chili supper 
Members of the English honor 
society, Sigma Tau Delta, and 
their guests are invited to a free 
chili supper at 6 p.m. April 28 at 
the home of Dorothy and William 
Sutton. 
RSVP by 3 p-m. Friday April 26 
by calling 623-6071 or e-mail 
dorothy.suttonOeku.edu for 
reservations. 
Faculty, student art 
sale begins Monday 
Eastern's art faculty and stu- 
dents will hold a Spring Art Sale 
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
April 29 and Tuesday April 30. 
The sale will be conducted in 
front of the Powell Building. Sale 
items include pottery, jewelry and 
prints. 
Any questions contact Joe 
MoUnaro at 622-1634. 
Deadlines for grant 
requests Monday 
The University Research 
Committee budget currently has 
$23. 000 available for spring 
semester grant projects and page 
changes. A deadline to submit a 
grant request is April 29. 
Compswd by Katia WMkJi 
Funds are intended to help 
researchers achieve short-term 
research goals that can be accom- 
plished in one year or less. Toview 
the submission guidelines and 
download applications forms, go to 
www.research.eku.edu/URC/defa 
ulLhtm. 
For more information contact 
Sponsored Programs at 622-3636. 
Eastern students get 
Millennium awards 
Thirteen Eastern students are 
recipients of the University's 
Millennium Fellow Scholarship. 
Each recipient received a $500 
scholarship to apply toward his 
or her study abroad this sum- 
mer. 
The award was based on acad- 
emic promise and need. AD recipi- 
ents have GPAs of at least 3.0. 
Their studies will last about 6 
weeks, and students will travel to 
several countries including 
Ireland, France, Italy, Great 
Britain, Spain, Greece, Austria 
and Ecuador. The recipients of 
the award are Daniele 
DiGiancomo; Leigh Land; 
Gregory Myers. Richmond; 
Audrey Combs; Katisha Kabalen. 
Lexington; Leah Bayens, 
Bradfordsville; Sarah Bryant, 
Danville; James Bullock, Mt. 
Vernon; Robert Daniel, Corbin; 
Jessica Edwards, Cumberland; 
Sarah Hiner. Winchester; Kelly 
Human, Mariba; and Steve 
Wilson. Fort Thomas. 
► Police Beat: March 28-April 19 
April 19 
Ashley Hek reported that 
when she left her purse in her 
friend's Brockton apartment to 
visit some friends down the 
hall, someone had stolen her 
wallet 
April 16 
Stephanie Billings reported 
that while her car was parked 
on McGregor Service Dr., 
someone broke into it and 
stole several compact discs 
and her compact disc player. 
April 13 
William Nance,  25, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating a vehicle under a 
suspended license and disre- 
garding a traffic control 
device. 
John Adams, 23, was arrest- 
ed and charged with operating 
under a suspended license ana 
possession of a suspended 
operator license. 
April 12 
A Clay Hall resident report- 
ed that she had been assaulted 
in Martin Hall. 
March 28 
Compited by Katte Wrtttcri 
Sharon Rosian is under 
investigation by Eastern's 
Division of Public Safety for 
allegedly falsely reporting an 
incident. 
An original report was filed 
on March 15, stating that 
Rosian had been a victim in an 
assault outside of 
Commonwealth Hall. 
Officer John Gurley of 
Public Safety later obtained an 
audio tape in which Rosian 
allegedly stated that she had 
not been assaulted, and had 
been pressured into reporting 
the incident as an assault by a 
friend. 
Student Senate overrules 
President Bertram's veto 
BY JENNIFER ROGERS 
Editor 
In the bat Student Senate meet- 
ing of the year Tuesday night, the 
Senate voted to block a veto by 
Student Government Association 
President Nick Bertram that would 
have kept GPA requirements for 
Senators at a 2.5. 
In his address to the Senate, 
Bertram announced that he had 
decided to veto a motion passed 
April 9 that would have lowered 
requirements for any SGA repre- 
sentative position to 2.0. the mini- 
mum GPA requirement for gradua- 
tion. 
"As leaders of the student body, 
it's up to us to set precedents," 
Bertram said. There comes a time 
when you cant do what's popular. 
You have to do whafs right" 
Bertram said that the motion 
would send the wrong message to 
the campus community. 
"We are saying we don't want to 
be leaders anymore," he said. 
"We're saving we don't want to be 
exceptional anymore." 
But Bertram also promised that 
if a new motion, sponsored by 
freshman senator Lance Mefching, 
passed, he would support it 
That motion, described by 
Melching as a compromise, makes 
die minimum GPA for representa- 
tives Z25. 
Such a compromise was pro- 
posed by Senator Kristine O'Brien 
weeks ago when the Senate first 
debated the GPA issue, but was not 
accepted as a friendly amendment 
Melching told the Senate the 
ultimate goal was still lowering the 
GPA to 2.0. 
"A J25 is a very good start," he 
said The goal is stiU a 2.0." 
That sentiment was echoed by 
Public Relations Chair Beth 
Schmidt who first proposed lower- 
ing the requirement last year. 
Tm not a compromise person." 
she said, adding that she still want- 
ed to see Senators fight to lower the 
GPA in the future. 
Students who won In 
Tuesdays runoff Student 
Government Association 
elections are as follows. 
Gregory Vest and Mustapha 
Jourdkil 
Residence Lrte Council: 
Aaron Borden. Martin HaN 
representative 
Britta Smith, McGregor 
representative 
Joshua Cooper. 
representative 
Runoffs were necessary 
D6COU96 »o some 1 
races, heW ApeJLiWmore 
than two candidates tied. 
The runoff elections were 
held Tuesday in the Powell 
Building. 
\n     Wel 
H       wnBr**, 
Gifts For 
The Graduate 
have a large ~ ->l 
JSHTCT JCeCaTj 
Harwys Seatbelt Purses    Crabtree & Evelyii 
Shop Early 
Monogram 
Jewelry 
5-7daydeivery 
M0N-SAT 
10:00 AM-7:00 PM 
fTlERLE noRmAff 
Cosmetic Studios 
Carnage Gate Shopping Center 85*624-9825 
NOW AVAILABLE AT 
HONDA OF RICHMOND 
APPAkELL 
SHIRTS-HA TS-PANTS 
STICKERS 
of  RICHMOND 
iOO BIG HILL AVt'  QjS\ 600 
859-623-5900 
4- 
Summers „^m areHOT 
at  Northern Kentucky University 
Courses available in 6 sessions 
of summer school: 
lntersession: May 13-May 31 
First Five Weeks Session: June 3-July 5 
Eight Weeks Session: June 3-July 26 
Six Weeks Session: June 10-July 19 
Second Five Weeks Session: Jury 8-August 9 
Full Session: May 13-August 9 
• Small classes 
• Personal Attention 
• KET telecourses 
• Fall semester classes start August .19 
(859) 572-5220 
1-800-637-9948 
www. nku.edu 
Don't delay! 
now! 
Returning 
to northern 
Kentucky? 
Take 
summer 
classes 
at NKU! 
Register 
NORTHERNKENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY 
A NEW WORLD AWAITS 
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Showing 
For five days in 
April. 75 undergrade 
ate students snowed 
off their creative and 
scholastic abilities 
during the first annual 
Showcase- for 
Undergraduate 
Scholarly and 
Creative Activities 
Event 
April 11 - 5. the 
Powell Lounge was 
transformed into a 
walkway of discovery 
as the students pro- 
duced 37 research 
posters. The posters 
presented research 
data, graphs, pictures 
and additional infor- 
mation. 
Araf UndtranayeriPfOyTSM 
Like to write? Become a Progress writer in 
the fall. Call 622-1881 for an application. 
► Phi Kappa Tau Auto Expo 
The Alumni Coliseum park- 
ing lot will roar to life this 
weekend as hot rods and mus- 
cle cars from past to present 
rev up their engines to raise 
money for a summer camp for 
terminally ill children. 
The Phi Kappa Tau fraterni- 
ty will sponsor the seventh 
annual Richmond Auto Expo. 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on April 
28 in the Alumni Coliseum 
parking lot 
Last year, the event raised 
more than $2000 for Hole in 
the Wall Gang Camp, a camp 
for terminally ill children. 
The entry fee for vehicles is 
$15. Those who wish to enter 
the expo should contact Aaron 
► Campus Memorial Service 
A campus wide memorial 
service for deceased faculty, 
staff and students will be held 
at 4 p.m. on April 25 in the 
Chapel of Meditation. 
The service will include the 
reading of names of those who 
have passed away in the past 
fear aa well as remarks from 
resident Joanne Glasser, 
Provost Michael Marsden and 
Acting   Vice   President   of 
, Student Affairs Rita Davis. 
Family members of the 
deceased and the campus com- 
munity are invited to attend. 
Families who are unable to 
attend can contact EKU TV 
Production Services for a 
videotaped recording of the 
service. 
Those honored at the ser- 
vice will be Lance A. Barnett. 
Willie   Caudill,   Terry   Lee 
► Pride Advertising ends campaign 
The spring semester has 
ended in success for a group of 
Eastern students who have 
worked extensively on an adver- 
tising campaign they obtained 
through a marketing internship 
offered by General Motors. 
EKU Pride Advertising has 
worked with Sid Adams Pontiac 
Bukk GMC Truck, the Pontiac 
division of General Motors and 
EdVenture Partners, serving all 
three with EKU's final product 
— "Summer Vacation: Ultimate 
Pontiac Road Trip." 
The group organized and 
advertised the event, which had 
over 1000 in attendance last 
Wednesday at the Powell 
square. The group gave out 
free food, free sodas and door 
prizes to participants. Pontiac 
cars were on display at the 
event. 
Because of the success of 
"Summer Vacation: Ultimate 
Pontiac Road Trip," the group 
will be entered into a national 
contest where other advertising 
groups that participated in the 
program are evaluated on their 
promotional campaign. 
Garden at 2-3910. Entries will 
be taken until Sunday morning. 
Entertainment for this year's 
event will include music by 
disc jockey to the Cars and 
Charlie Napier. The Hooter's 
Girls will also be present. 
Festivities for the day will also 
include door prizes and a silent 
auction. 
Adams, Mark Hamblin, Harold 
Lamb, Wayne Swerig, Rebecca 
Hull, Rex Murphy. Tom Myers, 
Carl B. King. James Renfro. 
David K. Ng. Sara Mcgill. Virgil 
Clay Richardson, Herman 
Bush, Dawn C. Lainhart, Velma 
Lee Roper Lawson, Charles 
Meece. David Rowe. J. Allen 
Singleton, James D. Witt. 
Wanda Wooton. Thomas E. 
Myers and Robert Ogle. 
The program will conclude 
on May 2 when EKU Pride 
Advertising will present the 
results of its promotional event 
to executives from the Pontiac 
division of General Motors, Sid 
Adams Pontiac Buick GMC 
Truck representatives and 
Eastern administrators. 
EKU Pride Advertising is eli- 
gible to compete for the GM 
Marketing Internship 
Scholastic Achievement Award, 
a $3000 award that honors the 
top 4-year and top 2-year uni- 
versity. 
Wednesday Karaoke Night 
Thursday Greek Night 
$1.00 Bud & Bud Light Longnecks dc
8por-10pm 
Bur st r Into Spring 
March 25th - May 4th 
NEED EXTRA CASH? 
Donate 2 times a week (Mon. - Sat.) from 
Biolife Plasma Services and receive a 
ticket to win a chance at some major 
CASH $$$! (Drawing May 4th) 
• 1st place - $250.00 
•2nd place- $150.00 
• 3rd place - $75.00 
4th place - 15 $20.00 winners 
/ HKiY" * ^ew donors can receive 
(ftj^ri.    . . r      a ticket t0 w'n on their 
^=^   BlOLITG       very first donation! 
PLASMA SERVICES I 
Call for your appointment today* 
624-9815 
236 West Main Street 
ALS SPECIAL 
1 large 
1 topping 
4.99 
FREE DELIVERY 
624-0404 
CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY 
* PIZZA 
* MAGIA 
BREAD 
* STROMBOLI * SWEETIE PIE 
* WINGS       * CHEESE 
BREAD 
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Paltry pay sends teachers away 
Faculty salary imbalances 
could affect teacher retention 
A  t times when the budget is tight, all attention turns 
L\ toward student retention. With Eastern's past drop- 
J. Aping numbers, many efforts have been made by 
President Joanne Glasser and the administration to bring 
more people to Eastern. 
However, while student retention is a priority, teacher 
retention seems to have fallen to the wayside. Underpaid 
professors are being forced to leave the university and 
seek jobs elsewhere. 
English professor Joe Pellegrino is just one voice 
among many who feel he is not being paid what he should 
be receiving. As Faculty Senate chair Pam Schlomann said, 
this is not the voice of a greedy person; this is the voice of 
someone simply trying to make ends meet 
The junior professors who stay are the ones often 
most committed to Eastern and have strong ties to the 
community. But Pellegrino noted that these are the people 
who will be going even deeper in credit card and other 
debt because their salaries are insufficient 
The practice of "hiring-in-above" is an even more trou- 
blesome dilemma. Administrators seem to be stuck 
between a rock and a hard place. The university wants to 
stay competitive and attract new professors. But in doing 
so, new professors are being paid more than teachers that 
have been here for years. 
Salary adjustments, like the $50,000 budgeted adjust- 
ments made earlier this year, must be done on a regular 
basis and be a priority. The times are lean, and the state 
budget probably won't provide for adjustments any time 
soon. However, as Pellegrino points how, if there's money 
to hire new professors, why isn't there money to make 
salary adjustments? 
Student retention is a must, but teacher retention 
affects the core of the educational process. Ultimately, if 
award-winning professors continue to seek employment 
elsewhere, the quality of education at Eastern will be nega- 
tively affected. 
► News Quiz 
OK, boys and girls. It's time to 
test your knowledge of what's 
going on at Eastern. If you 
don't know the answers, don't 
worry. Just go to 
www.eastemprogress.com and you 
can cheat. 
1» The campus safety walk reasat 
a) the driveway shared by Bumam and 
Sullivan Halls. 
b) the Lancaster Avenue crosswalk. 
c) the entrance to the Donovan Annex 
from Lancaster Avenue. 
New RLC president MHH 
nans lay ptans on rocirsme; 
on 
a) changing the alcohol policy. 
b) allowing people to have pets in the 
dorm. 
c) increasing participation in residence 
hall life activities. 
The new faculty regent Is 
a) Pam Schlomann. 
b) Libby Fraas. 
c) Nick Bertram. 
Michael Kotora/Progress 
Campus safety should be everyone's concern 
Dark walkways. Areas known as The 
Cage." Total lack of a way to reach 
Public Safety from certain areas on 
campus. All problems that were alleviated 
because a few people took the time to walk 
through campus and look around. 
In fall of 2000, those parts of campus got a 
makeover — 20 new emergency phones were 
installed, some fences were taken down, and 
some lights were put up. 
Sure, extra lighting and less chain-link 
fence around parking lots made Eastern's 
scenery a little more aesthetically pleasing, 
but the improvements also served another 
► Campus Comments 
purpose—to make Eastern a safer place. 
These changes were the result of a several 
month effort on the part of the Student 
Government Association, Women's Activist 
Group and other involved students who cared 
enough to take a look around and voice (loud 
enough for the administration to hear) their 
opinions on what makes a campus danger- 
ous. 
This week, the SGA did the same thing. 
They walked around again, checking once 
more for areas that might be just a little 
scary. 
But those results are just that unless 
they're carefully considered by administra- 
tors and unless students take the time to 
voice their concerns about what could make 
their campus a better place to live. 
Every time a part of campus looks unsafe, 
every time students see something that looks 
suspicious, every time a crime is committed 
on campus, it affects every person who thinks 
of Eastern as his or her home. 
Campus safety isn't something that should 
be left up to the Student Government or the 
administrators who work with them. It should 
be on everyone's mind, and it should be a 
campus-wide effort to make Eastern safe. 
Steve RichartlsofvProgress 
This monkey was on cam- 
y pus last Wednesday 
'' because 
a) he was looking for his soul mate. 
and he's just found himl 
b) he was on display with other ani- 
mals in a petting zoo. 
c) he was here for a campus tour. 
Faculty and staff pay has been a major issue with the upcoming budget Assistant news editor Katie Wittich asked employees what they thought of pay at Eastern, 
I am happy with 
it 
TOM MARTIN 
Assistant 
professor, 
philosophy and 
religion 
Yrs. at EKU: 1 
Position: 
Custodial 
foreman 
Yrs. at EKU: 
30 
I don't think we 
are paid 
enough. We 
are the 
backbone of 
the university. 
We do things 
others would- 
n't 
n: Staff 
secretary, 
department of 
management, 
marketing, and 
aominist ration 
Yrs. at EKU: 2 
I make way too 
much money. 
Why just last 
week I bought 
socks. 
I think it is inad- 
equate and 
inconsistent. 
Position: 
Administrative 
assistant 
Yrs. at EKU: 5 
Position: 
Professor and 
associate chair 
Yis. at EKU: 
20 
Everyone is 
very much 
underpaid. It 
compromises 
our ability to 
hire and keep 
good people. 
►How to roach us 
Phone: (859) 622-1881   |   E-MsH: proonnsOacs.eku.edu     Fax: (859) 622-2354 
To 
Gma Vaile. 622-1872 
Accent 
Ronica Brandenburg. 622-1862 
ArtsAStuff 
Ceci Smith, 622-1882 
Old School and on the Edge 
Jessica Griffin, 622-1882 
What* on Tap 
Greg Vttjtow, 622-1882 
Sports 
Corey Had, 622-1872 
WHO'S Thai 
Katie Wertkamp. 622-1872 
To | 
Display 
Stephanie Ault. 622-1881 
Classified/Subscriptions 
Catherine Cunningriam. 622-1881 
To suggest ■ photo or 
Wk reprint 
Sieve Richardson, 622-1578 
To su bacriba 
Subscriptions are available by mail at a 
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per 
semester.or $38 per year payable in 
advance. 
» ' 
My turn A letters policy 
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn 
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the 
community interested in voicing an opinion. 
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on cam- 
pus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words. 
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at 
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. 
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column. 
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files. 
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to 
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office 
at (859) 622-2354. 
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or let- 
ters. Please include a phone number and address for verifi- 
cation purposes only, not for publication. 
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit 
columns and letters for length. 
The Eastern y^ m e
Progress 
117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky Univeraity. Richmond. Ky. 40475 
Jennifer Rogers I EdKor 
Sarah Heaney I Managing editor 
Michael Kotora. Thomas Nemerlin and Nathan Bullock I staff artists 
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 104H-S324) Is a member of the Associated 
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College 
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published 
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and 
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported 
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas at (859) 622 1880. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed 
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student 
editors also decide the news and informational content. 
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Graduation celebration 
Jessica, left, age 7. 
Sister Rissie, age 5, 
on right. 
High school graduation 
Middle school graduation 
lifetime spent in school about to end 
JESSICA GRIFFIN 
UyTam 
A 
progression 
of important 
graduations 
have led 
1,300 
hardworking 
students to 
graduation 
May 11. 
A few months ago, I thought to 
myself "I wonder what grade I'm 
in?" Considering my high school 
career ended when I was in 12th grade, 
and I've been in college for five years, I 
figure that I am in 17th grade. I'm 
almost 23 years old, and I've been in 
school all of my life. 
In two weeks, however, 111 no longer 
have to worry about what teachers are 
going to think of my work, or what 111 do 
for my next class project. 
In two weeks 111 no longer be able to 
call myself a student. On the morning of 
May 11, 111 put on my cap and gown, sit 
in Roy Kidd Stadium and finally get that 
piece of paper that says I can get a job in 
the real world. 
Of course it won't be the first time I've 
graduated. I remember putting on a cap 
and gown when I was barely able to read, 
and my mom (who home-schooled me 
until I was 11) would give me a little 
diploma that said I could go on to the 
next grade. Of course these little cere- 
monies weren't as full of pomp and cir- 
cumstance as the other graduations in 
my life, but they did help me feel that I'd 
accomplished something at the end of 
each school year. 
By eighth grade, I had entered public 
school at Mt. Vernon Elementary. I loved 
to read and write, hated math and could- 
n't wait for high school. I remember 
there being way too many people in that 
tiny gym, and searching for my parents 
in the sea of faces just to see the look of 
pride in their eyes as my principal hand- 
ed me my diploma. 
Four years (and many adolescent tri- 
als and tribulations) later I found myself 
in the hot, stuffy gym of Rockcastle 
County High School, where I was wear- 
ing another mortar-board hat and a 
ridiculous polyester gown. I was especial- 
ly happy to be graduating high school 
and couldn't wait for college. I knew that 
college was just the escape I needed 
from the small-town horrors of my high 
school days. 
Over the past few years, I've found a 
lot of security in being a college student. 
I could always find a way to arrange my 
class schedule so I could sleep late. I 
could wear whatever I wanted, and if I 
didn't feel like going to class, I didn't. 
Although I'm happy that now 111 be able 
to make some money, I'm suddenly feel- 
ing like this security is going to be 
ripped out from under me. 
This graduation will be very bitter- 
sweet because I honestly love being a 
college student I know I could just go on 
to graduate school if I wanted, but I think 
that 17 years of school is definitely 
enough for the time being — and any- 
way, the newsrooms in Kentucky need 
me! 
►letters to the editor 
Retiring communications   Grades shouldn't keep 
professor will be missed        students out of SGA 
Dear Editor, 
Eastern will be losing one of its 
finest teachers this May, a man 
with the work ethic of a sled dog. 
After 35 years of service to this 
institution, Dr. Glen Kleine is 
retiring from the Department of 
Communication as a professor of 
journalism. His prior service as 
Eastern Progress adviser, depart- 
ment chair and dean of the col- 
lege of applied arts and technolo- 
gy was exemplary, but should not 
be revered the most. What is 
most important is that he taught 
us to care, always do our best, 
and make the deadline. 
His caring and demanding 
nature in the classroom has 
placed more than a thousand lead- 
ing media professionals in news- 
rooms and media offices across 
the country. His office door was 
always open to students and the 
hallway chats became as impor- 
tant as the classroom to many. 
His former students are some of 
the best spokespersons EKU 
could ever have, in part because 
many view Glen Kleine as the 
embodiment of EKU ideals. 
The first students he taught at 
Eastern are in their mid-fifties 
now, but I remember them as my 
babysitters and later as family 
friends. The contact with former 
students and my father remain 
strong and attest to the influence 
one person can have in the life 
and development of another. 
I can only hope that as the next 
academic year begins and my 
daughter begins her freshman 
year at the University of Georgia, 
she finds several professors like 
Glen Kleine to guide and teach 
her. 
I am his former student in a 
photography class, but more 
importantly, I am his loving son. 1 
am proud of my father and the 
things he has accomplished in his 
life. And now that another chapter 
in his life begins, I'm certain that 
more accomplishments and 
garage sales will follow. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Kleine 
EKU B A 1982 
Student Publications Adviser 
Berry College, Rome, Ga 
I am writing in response to the 
editorial "Lowering SGA require- 
ments bad move" and in defense 
of the decision of the Student 
Senate to lower the GPA require- 
ment for members of the Student 
Senate, Residence Life and 
Student Activities councils from a 
2.5 to a 2.0. 
While it is true that all students 
are represented within the 
Student Senate because each 
Senator represents a constituency 
regardless of GPA, that is not the 
only argument around which the 
proposal is based, though it is the 
only argument to receive signifi- 
cant coverage in the Progress. 
Why should students between 
2.0 and 2.5 be excluded from the 
opportunity to serve in the 
Student Government Association? 
It has been implied that the "bare 
minimum" and "absolute least a 
student must have" are shameful 
things are not worthy participa- 
tion in the councils of the associa- 
tion. However, if graduation 
occurs with a 2.0 or a 4.0, I feel 
that it is a significant achieve- 
ment If you have what it takes to 
graduate from EKU, if you have 
this "bare minimum." I think you 
have done something commend- 
able and I think you deserve the 
opportunity to run for a seat with- 
in the SGA. 
The argument has also been 
made that students with a GPA 
below 2.5 are in jeopardy of not 
graduating and that the demands 
of the SGA may hurt their GPA 
beyond achieving a 2.0 GPA will 
put an activity before graduation 
is ludicrous. If such an individual 
does not realize that graduation is 
the priority, it is not responsibility 
of the SGA to dictate his or her 
priorities. That responsibility falls 
to each individual. After all, who 
would know better if he or she 
could handle the commitment of 
SGA than the individual? 
I argue that the students who 
have achieved the distinction of 
being eligible for a college degree 
get to decide for themselves if 
they would like to run for office. 
The Student Government 
Association should not restrict 
this eligibility or decide who is 
and is not capable of serving with- 
in the associations. That decision 
lies solely in the hands of the vot- 
ing student body and the Student 
Senate intends to place it there. 
Senator Lance Melching 
Book buy back tips head 
off uncertainty, problems 
Selling used textbooks back to 
the EKU bookstore is not only a 
good way for students to get 
some extra money, it also helps to 
provide an ample supply of less 
expensive, used textbooks for all 
students. Here are some guide- 
lines to help make sure everyone 
can get the best value for their 
used books. 
■ The bookstore will buy used 
books at any time during regular 
business hours. 
However, it is almost always 
better to sell used books at the 
end of a term. The end of the 
term is when we have your profes- 
sors book requests for the follow- 
ing term. The books they have 
requested are "in demand" on our 
campus, so we can generally pay 
more for them. 
■ As long as a professor has 
requested a book for the next 
term, well pay 50% of the selling 
price if it's a current edition, as 
long as the bookstore is not over- 
stocked for that title. 
■ If overstocked or not 
requested by any professor, we 
will pay the current price offered 
by the national used book market 
for that title. We're sorry, but out 
of print or old editions rarely have 
much, if any, value and we there- 
fore can't buy them. 
All books we purchase must be 
in good condition — covers and 
pages intact, no excessive high- 
lighting, underlining or notes. In 
the case of workbooks, study 
guides, etc.. since the pages have 
to be clean and intact, we rarely 
buy these back at all. 
Keeping these points in mind 
should help keep any uncertainty 
about "buyback" to a minimum. A 
brochure outlining the buyback 
policy in complete detail is avail- 
able at the bookstore. I encourage 
anyone with questions to please 
come talk to me at any time. 
I wish everyone a rewarding 
and productive summer vacation. 
Linda J. Kenley, Manager 
EKU Bookstore 
Office artifacts reveal 
lore of Progress past 
JENNIFER 
ROGER 
My Turn 
Jennifer Rogers 
is a junior jour- 
nalism major 
from Lancaster. 
She is the editor 
of The Eastern 
Progress. 
In December, I first learned that I 
was going to be the next editor of 
The Progress. That meant I — finally 
— was going to have my own office, 
albeit a little one, with my own phone 
number, a desk in a semi-quiet area and 
a door that I could shut when things 
really got out of control. 
During finals week I spent hours 
upon hours just trying to clean out my 
old desk and move into the new little 
office. I had this sweeping urge to just 
throw away all kinds of stuff — papers, 
folders, junk I found in the bottom of 
my drawers. 
But I didn't. I kept it. To my little 
collection I added a drawer full of stuff 
I inherited from editors before me. And 
here — a full semester later — I'm left 
wondering why I ever needed all this 
junk. 
I've got a can opener. Yet all the 
meals I eat here are fast food. I've got 
sheets full of sticky labels. I've never 
mailed a thing from this office. I've got 
a note pad from an occupational thera- 
py convention. I don't know the first 
thing about OT. I've got a 
tube of super glue. 
I've got a Bon Jovi 
CD that was donat- 
ed to me. I've got a 
little cardboard cut- 
out of a bird sitting 
in a Christmas 
wreath. I've got 
Mardi Gras beads 
that I didn't earn 
and don't know who 
did. 
But that's not all. 
That's just the stuff 
in my desk. On the wall there's a huge 
to-scale drawing of the universe I made 
in astronomy a year ago. And beside it, 
The Progress football 
a plaque that was supposed to go to 
some manager of something in 
Cincinnati ... she never got it. Instead, 
it ended up in our office, and it's been 
here for years. 
I don't even know who Cindy 
Coleman is. but I truly am sorry she 
never got her plaque. She probably 
deserved it. It's absolutely useless to 
me. 
All pretty useless stuff. Add to that 
list a football — a yellow and blue foam 
football that's seen better days; part of 
the foam is coming out all over the 
place. What's left of the outside is 
signed by very nearly every person 
who's worked at The Progress and had 
a little time to kill. It's even got a signa- 
ture from Brett Favre, but I doubt he 
ever worked here. 
That football is really the reason all 
that other junk stays around. It's part of 
our history here — students graduate, 
move on, leave. 
But their stuff stays behind, just like 
the jock strap we've got hanging on the 
wall in another room. That little collec- 
tion of junk is like motiva- 
tion — the people 
who put it there 
worked here and 
made it out okay. 
So can I. 
That's why I'm 
amassing quite a col- 
lection. Next year at 
this time I'll be 
cleaning out my 
desk here for good. 
But you better 
believe I'm going to 
be leaving some 
stuff behind — maybe somebody else 
can find a use for my super glue. 
Corrections 
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as 
needed on the Perspective pages. 
If you have a "correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday before 
publication on Thursday. 
Are there any places on campus you fed are unsafe? Afraid to 
walk in certain places after dark? Tells us about it! 
To join the discussion, go to 
<wwweasternprogress.com> 
Call The Progress @ 622-1881 
Best pizza under one roof 
Go Colonels-.and Grab This Deal 
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING 
.99 
College ID required 
360 Eastern ByPass • Richmond, KY 
623-2264 
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HOUSE: Residents say they got letters at different times 
Prom The Front 
made public that the university 
does not have enough money for 
the new Business and Technology 
Center. 
"Because of uncertainty," Wirtz 
said, "people made decisions 
befare they were ready too." 
WirU said many of his neigh- 
bors moved out after receiving let- 
ters in August that they would be 
forced to leave sometime in the 
near future. Wirtz said some neigh- 
bors didn't want to move in the 
wintertime so they left early last 
fall, which in turn made the univer- 
sity loose money from a year's 
lease. 
Wirtz says he has opportunities 
for a place to stay this summer, but 
is still looking for housing in the 
Rubina Khan and 
Ahmed Tarek 
"We didn't have faculty and staff 
housing at Tech," Rubina Khan 
said of Texas Tech, the college 
where she and her husband lived 
before moving to Eastern. 
Today, the mother of two lives 
with her husband and sister in a 
two-bedroom apartment in Vickers 
Village. The family just moved to 
Kentucky last semester when her 
husband, Ahmed Tarek, was hired 
as a computer science professor. 
The couple's oldest son is ready 
to begin kindergarten next fall, but 
Khan says it is hard to determine 
which school he will attend 
because she is unsure of where 
they will live. 
"We hope to get into other facul- 
ty-staff housing when vacancies 
become available in August," she 
said. 
Kahn said she prays they will 
find housing before they are forced 
to leave June 30. The family is on a 
priority waiting list to be placed in 
other faculty/staff housing on or 
around campus. She calls die hous- 
ing office each day to see if the 
family has moved up on the fiat 
"Three weeks ago we were 
number 15 (to be placed), yester- 
day when I called, they told me we 
were number 2," she said. 
Kahn and Tarek, like other 
Village   residents,   were   not 
informed that they must leave after 
this year's lease is over. "It's anoth- 
er headache. They didn't tell us 
anything." 
Kahn worries that the family 
may have to move off campus. 
Because this is Tarek's first job, 
she said the family doesn't have 
much money in savings. If they are 
forced to live off campus, Kahn 
says the family will be forced to 
purchase another vehicle There is 
only one car for the family, and 
Kahn says it will be a financial 
strain to make payments on anoth- 
er vehicle and rent 
Jason and Leah Shields 
For Jason and Leah Shields, try- 
ing to find on-campus housing is 
no longer an option. The two have 
decided they wont stick around to 
see if the third time is really the 
charm. 
The Shields were first forced 
from their trailer after the 1999- 
2000 school year, when the trailers 
used for married and faculty hous- 
ing were taken out and a parking 
lot was put in. After moving into 
the Village a year ago, the tWo 
found themselves experiencing 
deja vu — another letter had been 
tacked to their door giving them 
until June 30 to move. 
"When's it ever going to stop?" 
Jason said in an interview Tuesday. 
The two finally got used to liv- 
ing in their Village apartment. 
They fought campus rules prohibit- 
ing pets on campus, after finding 
out President Kustra kept a dog in 
his house. The two thought they 
finally had found a home. 
"I'm for progress; you can't 
stand in the way of it," Shields, a 
senior, said. "However, having to 
move is the burden." 
Jason thinks more family nous 
ing should be made available on 
campus, but doesn't understand 
why the university is tearing down 
Brockton and the Village when 
there is an obvious need. 
Jason said he and his wife are 
looking into off-campus housing 
and are concentrating on having 
a house built. However, he says 
some people aren't that fortu- 
nate. 
"We heard rumors; it just came 
true," he said 
-b 
DON'T FREAK DURING 
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PAY: Efforts still being made 
From The Front 
Faculty Senate and new faculty sen- 
ate regent, said Pellegrino's con- 
cerns are shared with many other 
faculty at Eastern. 
This int the voice of a greedy 
person.* Schlomann said. This it a 
situation where an important issue 
is being raised." 
She said "hiring-in-above" is a 
problem no matter how it it 
addressed. 
"If you don't bring people in at 
market value, then you're having 
difficulties attracting capable folks 
and keeping them," Schlomann 
said. "Yet if you don't give the 
adjustments to more senior faculty , 
how do you keep them and main- 
tain morale?" 
This year. $50,000 was budgeted 
to adjust salaries affected by "hiring- 
in-above," also called compression. 
PeOegrino received a $600 raise. 
To someone on the outside that 
might seem like that's a nice rake, 
but the reality is people who got 
those kinds of raises got them 
because their salary was so incredi- 
bly low," Schlomann said. "If s not 
that it was a wonderful raise; it was 
a recognition of a bigger problem." 
The pay imbalances can cost the 
university when professors seek 
employment elsewhere. Schlomann 
said the university is sending an 
even worse message to those pro- 
fessors who stay. 
Tve dealt with salaries a lot this 
year, and I was appaled at some of 
the salaries of the faculty," 
Schlomann said. "And even if they 
don't leave, on some level it is 
immoral to pay people the salaries 
some of these folks are getting." 
Provost and Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Michael Marsden 
said he initially asked for $100,008 
for salary adjustments. 
"I think the university made 
Herculean efforts this year to make 
some adjustments." Marsden said. 
There simply wasn't enough 
money to do it completely." 
Marsden said he would hope for 
more money in the new budget to 
make more salary adjustments but 
that he was not "overly optimistic."! 
"What we would like to do is to 
continue to address this problem on 
a regular baas, if the budget would 
permit it." Marsden said. "It does 
not look hopeful for the immediate 
future, but it does look hopeful for 
the loogterm." 
Marsden said that if the universi- 
ty wants to stay competitive, hiring 
must be done at full market value. 
"If we don't hire at market, how 
are we helping the faculty members 
at all? How are we helping the insti- 
tution?" Marsden said. "If s a con- 
stant kind of challenge to try to 
keep salaries in some kind of bal- 
ance." 
s8 Hair cuts 
;///  I: hi 
Mon. - Fri. 8 s.m. - 6 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Three barbers to serve you.' 
Big Hill Barber Shop 
447 Big Hill Ave.(acn>M from Bank One) 
623-0020 
OFFICER CANDIDATES 
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD 
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications 
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Com- 
mission, ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and 
Office Candidate School. 
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSIS- 
TANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the 
Montgomery GI Bill. 
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 803-0966 
to schedule an appointment 
CALL NOW - LLMTTED OPENING 
Richmond 
Mini-Storage 
Want more news? 
Want more pictures? 
Catch us online. 
www.easternprogress.com 
Ronica Brandenburg, editor 
Accent 
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com 
►Old School 
The Spring Season brought 
streak fever to campus in 
1974. Read about this and 
other spring fever phenom- 
enon./ See B5 for story. 
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Student keeps 
dream alive, 
finds career 
Ws 
RONICA 
BRANDENBURG 
ACCENT EDITOR 
hen I was a sopho- 
more, I transferred 
here from the 
University of Kentucky. 
There, I was an English educa- 
tion major. When I came to 
Eastern, I thought I would try get- 
ting a vocal scholarship. 
I had been taking private voice 
lessons for months before that and 
had learned how to play piano, 
flute and guitar. Since I had all this 
experience under my belt, I 
§MHBMHBBH  thought I would try majoring in 
music. 
I auditioned for a vocal scholarship at Eastern and 
received one. This would require me to major in 
music. For some reason, mis scared me to death. 
I knew what it would be like to be a music major. 
It would require me constantly working on pieces of 
music that were written by dead people whose 
names I couldn't pronounce, and singing in lan- 
guages I could not speak. No way. 
When I sing, I want it to be rock-and-roll. I'm 
sorry, but I can't handle the classics. They bore me. 
I like to sing things that I can relate to, which 
excludes love and dying. I relate more to loneliness, 
hardships, travelling and desire. These surface more 
in rock-and-roll and folk music than they do in classi- 
cal music. 
I knew that if I became a musk major, I would be 
forced to learn things I had no interest in whatsoev- 
er. 
Even while taking piano lessons, I hated Mozart 
and Beethoven, and it took me forever to learn them. 
I taught myself how to play "Foolish Games" by 
Jewel in an hour just by listening to die CD. See 
what I mean? 
I was afraid that being a musk major would turn 
singing into something I had to do rather than some- 
thing I wanted to do. 
I feared getting burned-out on something I had 
always loved. I was afraid I would loose the joy that 
filled me when I performed on stage if I turned 
music into something I did every day. 
I decided to keep singing a hobby. Today, I still 
exercise my voice at places around town. I sing and 
play the guitar at bars like Woody's and The Buddha 
Belly Bar and Deli. 
There are lots of opportunities to be heard other 
than sacrificing your whole life to die art of singing. 
At die moment, I am majoring in journalism and I 
love it I get to be creative and at the same time learn 
the skills that will get me a job in the future. 
I knew that writing was what I wanted to study 
while in college and then venture to areas that I have 
left untouched by choice. 
After graduation, I plan to take my journalism 
degree and work in a town that will get me closer to 
the music industry. 
I knew that as far as paying the bills, journalism 
would be sufficient and would allow me to work on 
pursuing dreams in other areas. 
The way I see it, I have the rest of my life to 
develop all of my talents. 
By die time I'm told I have two months to live, I 
want to be able to look back and see the books I've 
published, the newspapers I've edited, and I want to 
be able to put in a CD to remind me of when I was 
full of life and joy. 
Perhaps all of these dreams will come true, or 
maybe I will take a turn onto Average St. and sell 
insurance. Who knows? 
What I do know is that if I had became a music 
major, I would have gotten burned-out fast and 
would have missed die opportunity to be a writer. 
Writer uses imagination, 
life experience in poetry 
BY RONICA BRANDENBURG 
Ryan Bertke/Progr« 
JennMer WoWord, a 21 year old English major, finds the Ravine to be a 
comfortable place to writs. She prefers to write in quiet places. 
Accent editor 
In second grade, Jennifer Wolford had an 
hour in class to work on whatever sub- 
ject she chose. One day, she decided to 
write a poem. 
1 took it home to my 
mom, and she thought I 
had copied it from a 
book." said Wolford. a 
21-year-old junior 
English major from 
Campbellsville. "I had 
to convince her that I 
had written it" 
Wolford is an only 
child. She used writing 
as a way to entertain 
herself and to live with- 
in her imagination. 
"I came up with 
some pretty good stuff 
that was worth keep- 
ing," she said. "When 
you write it down on 
paper, ifs like you have 
those ideas forever." 
She says her parents always read to her 
when she was a child. In turn, she loves to 
read and says much of her inspiration to 
write comes from what she reads. 
The last two books Wolford read were 
"Fire and Rain: the James Taylor Story" 
and the biography of Ann Sexton. 
Her favorite thing to read and write is 
poetry. 
"I think poetry is a really unique way to 
U  
Poetry is a 
unique way to 
express yourself. 
A poem is like 
the poet It is 
constantly 
changing. 
—Jennifer Wolford 
Junior English major    ^ ^ 
express yourself," she said. "I think the 
poem is like the poet Ifs constantly chang- 
ing." 
Some of her favorite poets include Sylvia 
Plath and James Taylor. 
"I like (Taylor) because there's so much 
feeling in his music," she 
said. "It's weird because his 
songs relax you, but at the 
same time make you think. 
He does what a lot of poets 
try to do and that is to take 
the pain of what it is to be 
human and tiauafonu it into 
something beautiful that 
other people can enjoy. Ifs 
just beautiful." 
Wolford not only consid- 
ers the art of writing to be 
interesting, but she says ifs 
also a necessity to live a ful- 
filled life. 
"What has been recorded 
in all types of literature lets 
us know who we were," she 
said. "Knowing who you 
were helps determine who 
you are." 
Literature is a record of what people 
were experiencing and thinking at different 
points in our development" 
After college, she plans to go to gradu- 
ate school. 
"In 20 years, I would like to be raising a 
family and teaching English at a collegiate 
level," she says. "But if my life ends up like 
some of the things I've written, it will never 
turn out that way." 
Music major wants to perform opera around world 
BY RONICA BRANOENBURG 
Accented** 
X"\achel Barton was once what 
f\ she calls a "band geek," sweat- 
JL\ing in her polyester uniform in 
the Florida summer sun. Now, she 
has made her way onto the stage 
and into the spotlight 
The mouthpiece of a flute no 
longer covers her lips, and she has 
traded her polyester uniform for lux- 
urious stage costumes. 
Her instrument isn't boxed up at 
the end of the day and put into a 
dark closet. She now takes her 
instrument with her everywhere she 
goes — her instrument is her voice. 
Rachel Barton is a 22-year-old 
junior from Mt. Dora, Fla., majoring 
in Vocal Performance. Barton has 
been attending Eastern on a vocal 
scholarship since her freshmen 
year. 
During her sophomore year of 
high school, she started taking voice 
lessons and attended her first opera. 
During the intermission, she knew 
what she wanted to do for the rest of 
her life. 
Barton was a part of the Orlando 
Opera Company and has done audi- 
tions in Santa Barbara and Chicago. 
At Eastern, Barton studies vocal 
performance and is personally 
trained by Joyce Wolfe, an assistant 
professor in the music department. 
She also recently won the 
Outstanding Senior Vocalist award 
for the spring semester. 
Barton takes the art of singing 
seriously and realizes the discipline 
it takes to succeed. 
"You have to care enough to 
improve," she said. The instruction 
is there in the classes; you hist have 
to apply it. Singing is definitely a 
sport. You must breathe with one 
thing and relax with another. Ifs 
complicated, but yet ifs simple." 
Barton said she performs any- 
where from 10 to 20 solo perfor- 
mances, excluding her perfor- 
mances with the choir. Even though 
her school days are driven and 
demanding, Barton has her priori- 
ties. 
"I do well in my other classes, I 
get As and Bs," she said. "But as far 
as I'm concerned, they're just gener- 
al ed. Music always comes first" 
When she's not in class, practic- 
ing or performing, she likes to read 
Jane Austin. Actually, she claims to 
be a "Jane Austin fanatic." 
"I read a lot of classical literature 
and poetry also," she said. 
Barton says her parents had 
much to do with her love of musk. 
"My dad liked classical musk and 
would always play it in the car, and 
my mom liked jazz," she said. "It was 
sort of a hybrid." 
When Barton was a young girl, 
her mother told her to get her voice 
evaluated for potential. 
Many years later, Barton can be 
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Ryan B«rtk*/Progr*M 
Rachel Barton (right), and Scott Dewese performed The Marriage of Figaro" at the 
BSU last week. Barton played Susanna and Dewese played the lead role of Figaro. 
found here at Eastern taking her 
potential to the limit 
After college, she plans to attend 
Eiduate school at the University of 
ntucky and get a master's in vocal 
performance. 
"I would like to perform opera in 
countries all over the world," she 
said. "I really like the idea of being a 
concert artist" 
Printmaking bridges opposites into one element 
BVROMCA 
Ryan B#rtke/Progre»t 
Burt Buchsr, a senior art major, used to bs an education major. He changed to art so he 
could spend more time in the studio learning the actual skM of printmaking. 
Accent editor 
Before coming to college, Burt 
Bucher had plans of becoming an 
art teacher. He decided to spend 
his college experience getting the 
hands-on-training that would bring him 
closer to mastering the craft he plans to 
teach others. 
Bucher (pronounced as "Busher") is 
a 24-year-old senior majoring in art with 
an emphasis on printmaking. 
Printmaking, he explains, is printing 
from other surfaces such as metal or 
wood. The field is also moving into the 
modem age. 
"Ifs becoming more of a digital 
field," Bucher said. "We're really start- 
ing to get excited about digital work 
even though ifs not really accepted yet" 
Bucher says he likes working digital- 
ly because it allows him to "tweak and 
modify" pieces to his liking. 
"It allows me to express myself 
through line and color, and I can 
express things that can't be said 
through words," he said. "If anything 
else, ifs a stress reliever. It lets me 
work things out when I can't talk to any- 
one." 
The longest Bucher has worked on a 
project is one month. This was a project 
where he printed from wood. 
"I did a wooden cut that was four feet 
by four feet," he said. The ink kept dry- 
ing on me as I was trying to print it It 
took me six hours just to print the 
image, but designing the wood to print 
from was what took the most time." 
Bucher explains how printmaking 
can break barriers between opposites. 
"Ifs a kind of dung to bridge diversi- 
ty," he said. "You have two opposites 
that are bridged together on a unifying 
element When you break printmaking 
down to its core elements, that's what 
ifs about" 
Bucher plans to continue using hit 
skills in the classroom after this semes- 
ter. He has been accepted into graduate 
school at the University of Cincinnati. 
"I plan to go up there and also be fac- 
ulty teaching drawing and painting," he 
said. "During the second semester. I 
will teach printmaking." 
It was drawing as a child that got him 
interested in art, but he found that he 
couldn't major in drawing. 
He says printmaking leans more 
towards drawing than other areas and 
he would be able to incorporate his 
drawing skills along with printmaking. 
Bucher's education major was quick- 
ly changed because be wanted only to 
practice the skill of printmaking. 
"The experience would make me a 
better teacher," he said. "I really want to 
affect people's lives, be apart of a 
change and help with understanding. 
Thaf s my career goal." 
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Students 
to sell art 
at Powell 
Bv GREG Vimtow 
Whafs on Tap editor 
If you're wondering what to 
get your mother for Mother's 
Day, May 12, the art department 
may have something for you. 
It will sponsor its annual 
Spring Art Sale from 9 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. April 29 and 30 in front 
of the Powell Building 
Eight to ten student artists 
and faculty members will sell 
handmade works including pot- 
tery and prints. Ceramic pieces 
and some jewelry, mostly sterling 
silver and copper, will also be 
available. 
Profits from the sale will go to 
the students and the art depart 
meat 
"Ifs a way to let the students 
kind of get a taste of being able to 
sell their work as well as to bring 
some money into the art depart- 
ment to bring in visiting artists 
and buy materials and stuff that 
we don't have the funds otherwise 
to do," said Rachell Sullivan, 
event coordinator. 
Many hems, in addition to be- 
ing useful, make good decora- 
tions for a mantle or shelf, Sulli- 
van said. 
Items will range in price from 
$lto$50. 
TODAY 
EKU Annual Art Student 
Exhibition in Giles Gallery. 
4 p.m. 
Campus-wide memorial service in 
the Chapel of Meditation in 
remembrance of students, 
faculty and staff who died dur- 
ing the past year. 
5 p.m. 
"Student Appreciation and 
Leadership Recognition and 
Reception" in the Powell 
Building Lobby. Reception will 
recognize all student organiza- 
tion presidents, advisers and 
the 2001-2002 Who's Who 
recipients. 
7 p.m. 
Berea Gospel Sing at Berea 
Baptist Church, 310 Chestnut 
Street. The Pennyloafers, 
Allen Livingood and others will 
be featured. The event will 
benefit Kentucky Baptist 
Homes for Children's 
Cornerstone Counseling cen- 
ter in Berea. 
7:30 p.m. 
Wes Jackson will present "The 
Changing Relationship 
between the Tree of Life and 
the Tree of Knowledge" in 
Moore 116. The event is part 
of the Chautauqua Lecture 
Series. 
8 p.m. 
String ensemble in Brock 
Auditorium. 
SATURDAY 
10 
"5K Race for the Planet" will 
begin at the Stratton Building. 
8 p.m. 
Jazz composer Maria Schneider 
will lead the EKU Jazz Festival 
,   in Gifford Theatre. Admission 
is free for students, faculty 
and staff with valid ID. and 
$10 for the general public. 
SUNDAY 
Sieve Richardson/Progfess 
left, a sophomore social work major from Stanford, 
takes a hit from Ed Webster, a sophomore psychology major from 
Owenton, during a boxing match in the Powell Plaza last Thursday.  
8:30-10 p.m. 
The EKU Chess Club will meet in 
Room 208 of the Crabbe 
Library. 
9 p.m. 
Inner vision Collision will perform 
at M.F. Hooligans. Cover will 
be $5. 
9 p.m. 
The Baptist Student Union will 
hold Club Agape at the BSU. 
FRIDAY 
Registration begins for the Dr. 
James McChesney Memorial 
Golf Classic at Gibson Bay 
Golf Course. The tournament 
will benefit the Dr. James 
McChesney Scholarship Fund 
The event is sponsored by the 
Department of Leisure 
Studies. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. 
Chemist Linda Murphy will pre- 
sent "American Ginseng: A 
Novel Alternative in Cancer 
Treatment?" in Moore 103. 
8-7 p.m. 
Faculty, staff and alumni recep- 
tion at the Arlington Main 
House. 
8 p.m. 
Julie Ross oboe recital in Brock 
Auditorium. 
10PJN. 
Inner Vision Collision will perform 
at A1A Sandbar & Grille in 
Lexington. 367 E Main St. 
2-4 p.m. 
B.F.A. exhibit opening in Giles 
Gallery. 
Span. 
Chili Supper for Sigma Tau Delta 
at home of Dorothy and 
William Sutton. Must sign up. 
Call 6236071 or email 
dorothy. suttonOeku. ed u. 
8 p.m. 
EKU horn studio recital in Brock 
Auditorium. 
MONDAY 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Spring Art Sale in front of the 
Powell Building. The event is 
sponsored by EKU art faculty 
and students. Sale items will 
include pottery, jewelry and 
prints. 
Noon-1 p.m. and 4-8p.m. 
Delta Tau Alpha plant sale in the 
Carter Building. A variety of 
plants will be sold including 
geraniums, daylilies and petu- 
nias. Proceeds will benefit the 
Delta Tau Alpha Agriculture 
Honor Society Scholarship 
Fund. 
6:30 p.m. 
Annual retirement dinner and 
reception in the Stratton 
Building Cafeteria. Tickets are 
available at Coates cashier's 
window or at the door. 
TUESDAY 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Spring Art Sale in front of the 
Powell Building. The event is 
sponsored by EKU art faculty 
and students. Sale items will 
include pottery, jewelry and 
prints. 
2 p.m. 
EKU softball vs. Wright State at 
Hood Field. 
8 p.m. 
Guitar studio recital in Gifford 
Theatre. 
WEDNESDAY 
3 p.m. 
EKU baseball vs. Louisville at 
Turkey Hughes Field. 
7 p.m. 
"Safe Disposal of Chemical 
Weapons at the Bluegrass 
Army Depot" in the Perkins 
Building. Panel discussion 
including invited representa- 
tives from the Citizens 
Advisory Committee, the 
Chemical Weapons Working 
Group and the Army. 
THE AIR FORCE WANTS BOTH 
YOU AND YOUR NURSING 
CAREER TO GO PLACES. 
Nursing in the Air Force: exciting, rewarding, the best. 
Best facilities, best benefits. Travel, training, advancement 
and 30 days of vacation with pay; plus you may qualify for 
a $5,000 bonus. If you're a registered nurse, Air Force 
Nursing offers the best of everything. 
To request additional information, call 
1- 800- 423- USAF or visit a1rforce.com 
« 
V 
U.S.AIRFORCE 
CROSS   INTO THE BLUE 
Arts&Stuff 
Cecil Smith, editor The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com Thursday. April 25. 2002 B3 
Grammy artist 
aids ensemble 
BVCEOLSMTH 
Arts&Stuff editor 
The Annual Eastern Jazz 
Festival has always emphasized 
education and perfection of musi- 
cians and their music. 
This year's annual Eastern Jazz 
Festival will feature Grammy- 
nominated jazz composer and 
conductor Maria Schneider and 
heavily experienced saxophonist 
Ron Jones. 
"(Schneider) is one of the 
hottest performers on the jazz 
scene today," Jonathan Martin, 
Eastern Jazz Ensemble director, 
said. "Her music is incredibly 
complicated and intense." 
Schneider's first recording, 
"Evanescence," was nominated 
for Best Jazz Ensemble 
Performance and Best 
Instrumental Composition in 
1995. In 19%. her second offer- 
ing, "Coming About," also 
received a Grammy nomination 
and earned Schneider the Critic's 
Choice Best Composer Award at 
the 1998 New York Jazz Awards. 
Time Magazine listed her 
newest recording. "Allegresse," as 
one of the top ten music releases 
of 2000, and it also received 
another Grammy nomination. 
Schneider has also worked with 
many world famous artists, such 
as Sting on his '97 European 
Tour, and conducted the Spoleto 
Music Festival at Carnegie Hall. 
Schneider will conduct an open 
clinic/lecture session at 3:30 p.m. 
to share her views and experi- 
ences in the world of jazz. 
Jones will accompany Scneider 
and the ensemble. He has played 
with The Temptations, The Four 
Tops, Lionel Hampton and 
Branford and Wynton Marsalis. 
Jones teaches private saxophone 
lessons in Louisville and performs 
at many clinics and workshops for 
public schools and universities. 
"Schneider is more of a com- 
poser, and Jones is more of a play- 
er. It'll be fun to have him," 
Martin said. 
Bands from Conkwright 
Middle School in Winchester, 
Henry Clay  High  School in 
BFA exhibit shines 
BVCEOLSMTH 
Photo Submitted 
Schrffctf wiH perform at the Jazz Festival at 8 p.m. on April 27. 
Lexington and Madison Central 
High School in Richmond will per- 
form for a panel of judges begin- 
ning at 2 p.m. The judges will give 
lectures to each group after its 
performance so the members can 
improve and grow as musicians. 
The festival begins at 2 p.m. 
April 27 in Gilford Theater on 
Campus with the school perfor- 
mancs. Schneider will perform at 
8 p.m. with the Eastern Jazz 
Ensemble and Jones. 
The event is free for Eastern 
students and faculty with a valid 
ID and $10 for general admission. 
For more information call 622- 
1356. 
Arts&Stuff editor 
The seniors graduating with a 
bachelor's in fine arts degree 
must prepare for one final art 
exhibit 
The annual BFA exhibit is 
Sunday. The exhibit is a showcase 
of the students' cumulative portfo- 
lio work since they have attended 
Eastern. 
The requirements for a BFA 
degree are strict. Students must 
maintain a B average in their art 
course, submit a portfolio for 
review and complete all of their 
fundamental and core classes. 
BFA students must also com- 
plete 27 hours in their studio 
option and/or art electives, pass a 
mid-program portfolio review and 
a final exhibition review, and sub- 
mit a thesis paper acceptable to 
the BFA committee. 
"So far, everything has been 
great. The students have shown 
some excellent work. Rest 
assured they will put their best 
work forward," Carroll Hale, an 
Eastern art professor, said. 
The three students exhibiting 
work this year are Burt Bucher. 
David Jenkins and Keri Grout. 
Jenkins' and Grout's work are in 
graphic design and Bucher** in 
print making. 
Jenkins says, in general, graph- 
ic designers make art for the busi- 
ness world. They help businesses 
look better. 
"We have more of an art back- 
ground and we apply that to the 
business world." Jenkins said. 
However, graphic design it 
more than just making businesses 
look pretty. The area also involves 
the use ot illustrations, advertis- 
ing, logos and packaging. The 
basic idea it to make people 
understand a concept as fully as 
possible through visual art. 
Bucher's print making genre is 
a little more fine art oriented than 
Jenkins' and Grout's graphic 
design. Print making utilizes 
many different techniques includ- 
ing wood cutting and digital 
manipulation on computer. 
The artwork presented at the 
exhibit was chosen by the stu- 
dents as most representative of 
their work while they have attend- 
ed Eastern. 
The BFA exhibit opens at 2 
p.m. on April 28 in the Giles 
Gallery on campus. For gallery 
hours, cafi 622-8135. 
BUY LOCAL 
Where 
does that 
Franchise $ 
Go? 
Madison 
■   AR4QRILL 
FT 117 
E.Main St. 
(525-9394 
$10 OFF 
tattoo 
or 
piercing 
with this ad! 
lion.-Sat 
Moon - 8 p.m. 
TattOOS^ 
by Chris 
and 
Drew 
Body 
Piercing 
by 
Brandy 
kaU 
New 
Units 
rT* 
Fort Knox Mini Storage 
EKU Student Summer 
Storage Specials 
Aslowas^gg   QQ 
for the entire summer break. 
Call now to reserve your 
personal mini storage space. 
Simply the Best Shop :n Town 623-5201 8 blocks from EKU Campus 
ID OOOL y 
live Blues 
9 p.m. - midnight 
Thursday 
Ron Harris & 
The Knot! Bros. 
$i Domestics 
AD Week Long 
Buying Books at Three locationsl 
During Exam Weed May 6th - 10th 
EKU Bookstore Alumni Coliseum 
Mon-Thurs. 7:45 a.m.- 7 p.m. 
Friday 7:45 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Mon-Thurs. 9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.- 3:30 p.m. 
Stratton Bldg. 
Mon-Thurs. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
EKU BOOkStOre ♦ Keen lelwsiB Bide. www.ekaUston.com 
r 
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Who'sThat? 
B4 Thursday. April 25. 2002 The Eastern rVogrewt ww^r.easlernprogress.com Katie Weitkamp. editor 
Musician learns exotic beats 
BVKATEWBTKM* 
Progress File Photo 
Koontz plays in the steel drum band on campus last semester. 
Whos That editor 
From a student to profcaaon y 
Jason Koontz has made a lrvifaf 
by beating things. In fact. Ma 
swift hand movements taken 
him across the world. He's not 
in a boxer. He is a drummer. 
Koontz is the director of per- 
cussion studies at Eastern. He 
teaches percussion student* to 
look beyond the Western style 
of music. 
Since his first trip to Africa 
in 1996, Koontz has been im- 
mersing himself in different per- 
cussion styles. 
If there is a chance to study 
music abroad, Koontz is there. , 
His first trip out of the country 
to study percussion was to* 
Africa to study African drum- 
ming and dance at the Universi- 
ty of Ghana. 
Right now he is in Bali. In- 
donesia, touring with The Art 
of Rice" musical group which 
celebrates traditional Asian mu- 
sic. 
In 1998 and 2000. Koontz 
went to India to study taMa 
drumming. In 1999 he was 
awarded with the Global Educa- 
tion Opportunities grant from 
Western Virginia University and 
4ras crfsfewa f» participate as a 
raskkrJt artist for six weeks 
with the Asian Pacific Perfor- 
Exchange through 
,'s Center for Intercultural 
Koontz said he was able to 
travel with many different per- 
cussion organizations because 
be shows the interest and puts 
the effort into learning. 
"AD other styles are comple- 
nsrssary t» Western percus- 
sion," Koontz said. 
The percussion program at 
Eastern teaches mostly Western 
styles, but has several other 
IDS' and ensembles that are 
to music from around 
"Teaching different styles 
gives studaflU a leg up," Koontz 
said. ^Sood performers have to 
be ajMe to play world musk. 
The Industry is gravitating to in- 
veaye more traditions in percus- 
sion.*   . 
Koontz said his interest in 
music started in middle school 
when he joined the school band 
program. He participated in con- 
cert and marching band. He 
also was involved in outside ac- 
tivities such as joining drum 
corps and musical camps. 
"It instilled work ethics that 
lead to doing things with a 
sense of rhythm and general 
musk sense," Koontz said about 
his experiences in high school. 
Originally from Florida, 
Koontz studied percussion at 
Eastern, although it took some 
convincing. He said he always 
had the interest for musk, but 
declared a psychology major be- 
fore going back to musical stud- 
ies his sophomore year. 
Koontz was offered a musk 
scholarship to Southern Missis- 
sippi University, but turned it 
down, afraid the only thing he 
could do with a musk teaching 
degree would be teaching high 
school — something he did not 
want to do. 
After Koontz came to East- 
ern, Rob James convinced him 
to play in a concert After he 
played he realized how much he 
missed it and that musk educa- 
tion was a safe major he would 
like to pursue. 
Koontz is working on a doc- 
torate with the World Music 
Center at West Virginia Univer- 
sity. 
This is unlike any other 
profession. You have to separate 
your job from your personal Hfe, 
but you cant escape musk; it's 
innate to everyday hie," Koontz 
said. 
Koontz said he likes to listen 
to just about any type of musk; 
he's always looking for new 
sounds. He likes jazz, world mu- 
sk, popular musk, rap and hip- 
hop, but he's not as fond of 
country. 
During the fall semester, 
Koontz is also the assistant 
marching band director. He en- 
joys teaching students in march- 
ing band and those studying 
percussion. 
"By teaching, I'm constantly 
growing as a musician and a 
person," Koontz said. 
At 28, he said he is young 
enough to still be learning while 
he teaches. 
After his return from Bah in 
Jury, he will start working with 
students again. 
He said he is looking for- 
ward to staying at Eastern and 
working with the musk profes- 
sors as well as the students, but 
he will lake every opportunity to 
travel to learn new musk skills. 
Help me address these issue* 
- City Traffic and Parking Planning 
- Ctean-Up - Trash and Recycling 
1 - More Activities at ALL CNy Parka 
' - C*y Pool and Skateboard Park 
I - Downtown Re- revitakzatiori 
| . - Stronger Relationship with EKU 
I \ - Positive Economic Growth 
Budgets and Dept. Accountability 
IEKU-TV Staff - EKU Faculty Member 
W J EKU Graduate MS 2000 -Model Graduate' 
Vote Paul J. Ramsey 
Cffri 
Open, Honest. Progressive. Responsible City Government 
On May 28 Youl Cast 4 Votes Please Let Me Be One 
P*a tor by Pm* J. name/ 
Company 
Omr 600 styles of 
Body Jewelry starting at $5.99 
• Body Jewelfy 
• New Ao« Supplies 
• Huge Selection of Unique Gifts 
3623-HEMP Hours 11-7 „■»*•« 
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online this week 
^U' 
life lessons... without the pain 
egrad.com 
learn from our mistakes. 
Every one of us at eGrad has made quite a few mistakes. W 
botched interviews, run up enormous credit card bills, yotten ripped off 
in Tijuana, lived in squalid, overpriced apartments and broken up with 
wonderful people for terrible reasons. Hey. one of us even got drunk and 
slept through graduation day. 
And though we weren't much help to ourselves, we can bt 
tremendous help to anyone looking to make a smooth transition oi 
college. 
We've  packed  eGrad  with  tried-and-true  advice  on  dealing  with 
everything post-college life has to offer, special deals to make the 
transition a little easier on the wallet, message boards to exchange 
and questions with other grads. and a job Hypersearch to conned 
to the perfect position. 
YOUR GUIDE TO 
GRADUATION AND BEYOND 
www-easternpragress.com 
Jessica Griffin, editor 
OldSchool 
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com 
Celebrating 
80 yean 
of publication 
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The recant fair waatnar 
FHa photo 
has prompted students to take ofl thetf shoes and 
relax outaMa. ike the girl in this picture from 1999 
Spring fever incidents 
in Eastern's past, present 
'Boyd Daniels stretched 
out on am incline in front of 
the Combs Building Monday 
afternoon, rested his head on 
his small stack of books and 
slept The senior from 
Ashland didn't go to Florida 
for Spring Break last week. 
he toid when he awakened 
— but then again, he didn I 
need to. 
"looks like Florida has 
come to us,'he said." mmm 
Though this excerpt came 
from a Mar. 30,1989, article in 
The Progress, it could have very 
well been written this week. The 
unseasonably warm temperatures 
and sunny days have given stu- 
dents all over campus a case of 
spring fever. 
You know the feeling: when all 
you want to do is drag out your 
summer clothes, put them on, 
skip class and go frolic outside. 
That was exactly how I feh last 
Thursday when the temperature 
soared to an amazing 85 degrees. 
I put on my shorts and tank top 
and went to the fountain, where I 
soaked my feet and got my first 
sunburn of the season. 
After reading through The 
JESSICA GRIF™ 
Otd School 
Progress archives, I 
realized that I was not 
the first Eastern stu- 
dent to react this way 
to a lovely spring day. I 
also learned that my 
reaction was quite tame 
compared to that of 
some students from 
yesteryear. 
Spring fever can 
affect people in differ- 
^^^^">   ent ways. Some resort 
to vandalism, others to nudity, but 
crime and strange occurrences 
are quite common when the sun 
is out and the thermometer goes 
above 70. 
The following excerpts were 
taken from the 1974 archives, 
where I found the strangest varia- 
tion of spring fever —students 
just started taking off their 
clothes and running amok on 
campus. The top story reiterates 
what happened during the 
"streakings" and the others deal 
with the disciplinary actions that 
resulted. 
Read these excerpts and enjoy 
them. But don't get any ideas. I 
dont want to see any naked peo- 
ple running around on campus! 
ek Eastern president. Dr. 
R. Martin announced that 
anyone caught streaking will be 
{tWth "indecent exposure and 
rly conduct, and they will be 
prosecuted." 
Two weeks ago, the newest colle- 
giate fad, streaking, arrived at Eastern. 
For three consecutive nights, both male 
and female students pranced nude 
throughout the campus. 
The heaviest incidents of streaking 
occurred in the Ravine at about 11:30 
p.m. each night Estimated crowds of 
over 1000 students, staff, townspeople 
and others flocked to the center of the 
campus where they viewed men and 
women students exhibiting themselves 
on the stage of Van Peureem Pavillion. 
No arrests were made on campus, 
although security officials were spotted 
among the spectators. Two students, 
who decided to venture downtown 
Thursday night. Mar. 7, however, were 
not so lucky. 
Richmond patrolmen Noland Benton 
and Jerry Speck arrested Robert Poling. 
a 21-year-old junior from Dayton, Ohio, 
"phomoV? iSlsffiSSuTi^Wo. 
when they rode bicycles down Second 
Street in the nude. 
The incident reportedly occurred at 
10:50 p.m. when the officers observed 
the two men riding the bicycles on 
South Second towardMainStreet 
Hope was apprehended at the inter- 
section of South Second and Summit 
Streets. Poling wrecked his bicycle 
when he ran into the concrete wall near 
Madison High School and he fled up the 
hill toward the building on foot with offi- 
cer Benton in Pursuit When cornered 
between the building and a fence. 
Poling surrendered. 
Both men were lodged in the 
Madison County jail nude and charged 
with indecent exposure and disorderly 
conduct. A third charge was placed 
against Poling for resisting arrest Both 
were release on bond, which was set at 
$160 for Hope and $220 for Poling. 
As for the pictures taken of students 
who participated in the streaking activi- 
ties, Dr. Martin said. They will be 
prosecuted if they cap be identified." 
Senate answers Martin's plan 
T"\r. Robert R. Martin, university president report- 
\-Jedly intends to ask certain students identifiable 
from photographs as "streakers" on campus to volun- 
tarily withdraw from the university or they will face 
charges of indecent exposure and disorderly conduct. 
This was revealed by Student Association Vice- 
Presklent Steve Rowland at Tuesday night's Student 
Senate meeting. 
Rowland said that previous to a Monday afternoon 
meeting at which Dr. Martin made that announce- 
ment vice-President for Student Affairs Dr. Thomas 
D. Beyers had told him that the University intended 
to deal "severely" only with streaking that occurred 
after the Spring Break. 
The photographs were taken before the vacation, 
according to Rowland. , 
First printed in The Progress on 
March 28, 1974 
i i. 
_      ■ -  u^_ 
' I    • 
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> 
ThJs editorial cartoon was 
published after President 
Martin punished campusj 
Alts* the streaking controversy on campus in < 
the spring of 1974, a former Progress cartoonist 
drew this cartoon of President Martin streaking. 
Officials soften attitude; 
streakers on probation 
University officials have decided to take 
softer line than initially announced again 
students who were photographed "streaking" 
during the week before spring vacation. Dr. 
Robert R. Martin, university president had 
sail earty last week that students identifiable 
cent exposure and disorderly conduct. 
However, at a meeting Tuesday afternoon 
of this week, he stated that over the past 
weekend it was decided not to implement the 
earlier announcement. Rather, Dr. Martin 
said that "sanctions* have been placed 
against three students who were identified j 
and that the University was still pursuing an J 
investigation to identify several others.     y 
First Printed in The Brogress otif 
March 28, 1974 
\ ■*  x" 
Abundant IJfe MfaMrin First Christian Church St. Stephen Catholic Newman 
305 Gen Lane (behind Rcconismith) (Disciples of Christ) Center 
Phone: 859-625-5366 Main at Lancaster Ave. 405 University Drive 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Phone: 859-623-4383 Phone :859 623-9400 
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 a.m. Sunday Early Worship: (informal) Sunday N   ,ss: 5 p.m. 
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m. 8:40 am Sunday Supper 6 p.m. (SI.00) 
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m. Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. Inquiry classes for becoming 
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 Sunday Worship: 10:40 am. Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m. 
p.m. onWCBR II10 AM College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m. Newman Night for all students: Wed. 
Van rides available on or off campus. Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m. 9 p.m. 
(Contact Lynn at 839-624-3601.) 
First Presbyterian Church St Thomas l-utheran Church 
Big Hill AVON* Christian (PCUSA) 1285 Barnes Mill Rd. 
129 Big Hill Ave. 330 W. Main St. Phone: 859-623-7254 
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office) Phone: 859-623-5323 Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering Church School: 9:45 am a.m.; Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.; 
machine) Sunday Worship: 11 am (rides Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11 
Sunday School: 945 a.m. available) a.m. 
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m. Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30 
Evening Worship: 6 p.m. p.m.. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room Trinity Missionary Baptist Church 
On Wednesday. "Christian Students 326. Jacks Creek Pike & U.S. 25 N. 
Serving Christ" meets at 7 p.m. Call Family Night Supper (weekly and Tony Herald. Minister 
the office at one of the numbers list- free!) Wed.. 6 p.m.. in the Phone: 859-623-6868 
ed above for transportation to meet- Fellowship Hall. Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
ings. Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First Sunday Worship Service: 11 a.m. 
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in and 6 p.m. 
Church of Christ the Church Parlor. Wednesday Service: 7 p.m. 
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off Adopt A Student Program: A great 
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75) chance to have a home away from Unttarian-l nlversallst Fellowship 
Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:20 a.m.. 6 home! 209 St. George Street 
p.m. Cary Ashby. Campus Minister "Where religion and reason meet." 
Wednesday: 7 p.m. Adult service, youth program, and 
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924 First UnMed Methodist Church preschool care: Sunday morning at 
401 West Main St. 10:45. 
Episcopal Church of Our Saviour Phone: 859-623-3580 Family Night: last Sunday of the 
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.) Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m. month. 
Phone:859-623-1226 & 9:40 a.m.* 11 a.m. For more information call 859-623- 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. 4614 or 859-626-9940. 
am. Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m. p.m. (free to EKU students!) Westskte Christian Church 
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays, Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30 Bennington Cl. (across from 
Noon, at Powell Grill p.m. and Message: 6 p.m. Arlington) 
Phone: 859-623-0382 
Faith Created Assembly at God Richmond Church of Christ Sunday School: 9:45 a in 
Now meeting at 918 Red House 713 W. Main St. Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6 
Road on Miller's Landing. Phone: 859-623-8535 p.m. 
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. Sc Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m. Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m. 
10:45 Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. & 6 p.m. Transportation available 
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m. Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m. 
For rides or more information call Need a ride? Our van picks up at the White Oak Pond Christian 
859-623-4639. Daniel Boone statue (EKU) 15 min- (Disciples of Christ) 
While on campus, visit the Wesley utes prior to all our services. 1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins 
Foundation on Tuesday and Colonels for Christ meets in the Lane) 
Thursday evenings. MacGregor Hall basement lounge Phone:859-623-6515 
the second Monday of each month Sunday Worship: 9 a at. & 11 a.m 
First Alliance Church from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) & Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m. 
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.                       , the fourth Thursday of each month Sunday School: 10:15 am. 
Phone: 859-624-9878 from 6-7 p.m. (light 7 07   a contemporary pnUe 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. and worship service. Suaday* at 7:07 
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 Richmond First Church of the      0 pni 
a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Nazarene                         t*mmn^ Monday "Prayer Experience": 5;JC 
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer 136 Aspen Avenue p.m.; Wednesday Dinner and Bible 
Services: 7:00 p.m. Phone:859-623-5510 Study: 6 p.m.               i Am 
For free transportation to Sunday Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 1 -<4s     W morning services, call 859-624-9878 Morning Worship: 10-40 am 
Sunday evening: 6 p.m. Banal '  -                                              ■ —T  snaaT 
First Baptist Church Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study. 
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave. Youth. College A Career. ChildajfJK 
Phone: 859-623-4028 Programs 
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m. 
& 6 p.m. 
Wednesday Worship 6:15 p.m. 
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center. 
Supper and Bible Study 
• ■ 
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Do you have a 
Digital Camera? 
Do you need great 
PriiltS?        Bring them to 
We can make Prints 
from : CD's, Zip disks 
Memory sticks. 
Smart Media, 
Compact Flash 
& Floppy disks. 
Sizes From Wallets 
to 12x18 
EKU Students & Faculty 
Get 15% off 
One Hour Photo & More 
in—  !l 
1010 Brandy Lane $25-0077 
For the Best Developing around it's Picture Perfect Photos! 
HnmsOiluIos 
Great Job Opportunities!! 
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW A Full-Time During Summer A Breaks 
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!! 
We offer 10-40+ hours/week 
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions 
$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour 
1 -800-933-3575 
Located Here in Lexington, Just Minutes 
from Campus!! 
We also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us! 
Lexington. KY 1 -800-033-3676 
Uma/Bucytua    1800-B94-0S29 
Cleveland/Akron/Canton    1 -800-874-0H80 
Cincinnati/*. Kentucky   1  800 255-40*0 
Mnnnfinki/AHhlnnd    1 -800-824-0528 
Oayton/Springtield    1  800-283-5511 
Toledo    1-800-809-0070 
Pittsburgh/Erie PA.    1 -800-674-0800 
West Virginia    1 -800-645-4423 
Southeast Ohio   1 -800 545-4423 
No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school & work in 
another during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility- Start training NOW. 
Schedule an Intervievy A.S.A.P Bring a Friend! 
- 
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Football 
emotions 
running 
sky high 
The spring 
season is offi- 
cially upon us. 
and with it 
comes the best 
time of the year 
to be a sports 
fan. Fans don't 
have to be 
crammed into a 
gymnasium, 
dreading to go 
outside for fear     ^^^^^^^™ 
of being frostbit- 
ten; now they can go outside. 
smell the grass growing, leaves 
blooming and grills cooking. 
For a month of the spring sea- 
son, not only are fans treated to 
baseball, softball. outdoor track 
and field events and tennis match- 
es, but we are also treated with a 
preview of the upcoming football 
season. 
As I stood on the sidelines at 
Roy Kidd Stadium Saturday for 
the Maroon-White game, it was 
unbelievable the type of emotion 
the players were showing toward 
one another. There was heavy hit- 
ting, plenty of trash talking and 
some great football played. 
To the average fan. it could 
have seemed like these guys 
weren't teammates at all. That's 
what makes spring practice so 
meaningful: the intensity from all 
the players. Every player who 
played Saturday was trying to 
either keep a job or win a job. 
When Jamie Ffynn booted a 33- 
yard field goal to give the Maroon 
squad the win, you would have 
thought the team had just hit the 
lottery. Every player and coach 
was jumping, yelling or waving 
something as Fh/nn got packed to 
the sidelines on his teammates 
shoulders. 
Most people would probably 
say that this game is meaningless, 
but to a player Kke Fh/nn, who 
struggled through much of last 
season, that pressure kick he 
made will serve as a confidence 
booster when the situation arises 
this falL 
From gaining confidence to 
gaining experience, freshman 
third string quarterback Chip 
Franklin got a chance to show 
Colonel fans what he could under 
center. Franklin played for both 
teams and attempted more passes 
than starter Travis Turner or 
backup Toki McCray combined. 
Even though Franklin finished 
the day with three interceptions, 
he had an impressive day, not so 
much with his arm. but with his 
legs. He ran the option like a 
cagey veteran and showed very 
good mobility in the pocket A 
team can never have too many 
quality quarterbacks, and coming 
out of the spring, it looks like the 
Colonels have three. 
Now that the spring has come 
and gone, the players have three 
months before it's time to get seri- 
ous again. They can patch up any 
relationships or feelings that were 
hurt in the spring before going 
back at it again this summer. 
Talladega 
Is it just me or is Dale 
Earnhardt Jr. a chip off the old 
block. Every since the death of 
his father. Junior has dominated 
the races at Daytona and 
Talladega — tracks where 
NASCAR uses restrictor plates to 
slow the cars down. 
I know that Earnhardt Sr. dom- 
inated practically every restrictor 
plate race he was in, but I don't 
ever remember his car being as 
dominant as what Junior's has 
been the last four plate races, 
where he has recorded three 
wins. 
He can pull out of line and pass 
by himself, something no one else 
can do. He can run anywhere on 
the track without the car behind 
him gaining any kind of an advan- 
tage; no one else can do that. He 
seems like the only guy out there 
that is impossible to pass for the 
lead. 
Seeing Earnhardt's teammate 
Michael Waltrip constantly run up 
front at these two tracks, when he 
can't finish any higher than 25th 
at every other track on the circuit 
was almost enough to convince 
me it was all car. 
But after seeing Kenny 
Wallace run up front in a Dale 
Earnhardt. Inc. car owned by 
Waltrip. I am now totally con- 
vinced. 
DEI has something on every- 
one else. And until the others do a 
little more research into what that 
is, the results at these two tracks 
don't look like thf y will change. 
Spring game comes down to wire 
Jamie Flynn's 33-yard field 
goal gives Maroon 16-14 win 
BY COREY HAU. 
Sports editor 
The spring football season offi- 
cial ended with Yeremiah Bell's 
interception of a Chip Franklin 
pass Saturday at Roy Kidd 
Stadium. Sealing the Maroon 
team's 16-14 victory in the annual 
Maroon-White spring game. 
As expected, it was a low scor- 
ing affair with defense the story of 
the day. The White squad jumped 
out to a 14-10 lead at the half, but 
was shut out the rest of the way. 
The Maroon team got two Jamie 
Fh/nn field goals in the final peri- 
od, including a game winner with 
38 seconds left on the clock from 
33-yards out 
"I thought our kicking and 
punting was very good today," 
coach Roy Kidd said. "It looks lute 
Flynn's leg has gotten a lot 
stronger since last year." 
The White team, featuring 
starting quarterback Travis 
Turner, got on the board first 
when Turner hit tight end Tom 
Drennen from five yards out to 
jump out to a 7-0 lead. 
The Maroon squad answered 
back mid-way through the second 
quarter when the drive stalled and 
Fh/nn booted his first field goal of 
the day from 43-yards out to make 
it 7-3 White. Tailback Aaron 
Murray put the Maroon on top in 
the next drive when he scam- 
pered in from 6-yards out. 
After receiving the ball late in 
the second quarter. Franklin 
directed the White to its final 
score of the day. He hit Antonio 
Carter on a fade pattern that 
Carter was barely able to get one- 
foot in-bounds for the score to 
make it 14-10 White at the half. 
After both teams went score- 
less throughout the third quarter, 
Fh/nn knocked home his second 
field goal of the day just eight sec- 
onds into the fourth to bring the 
Maroon to within one and set up 
the final drive. 
All-OVC tailback CJ. Hudson 
was one of five players who didn't 
participate in the game because of 
injury. His backup, Terry Ennis. 
shined in the game, rushing 22 
times for 124 yards. After the 
game Kidd said something that 
will get Hudson healthy in a 
hurry. 
"C J. had better get healthy, or 
Ennis will get his badge." Kidd 
said. "That's what makes the 
spring game so competitive, play- 
ers battling for positions." 
Kidd said the quarterback situ- 
ation hasn't changed any after the 
game. Turner hit on three of his 
six passes for 18 yards, one touch- 
down and one interception. Toki 
McCray went three of seven 
through the air with 74 yards 
passing and one interception. 
Franklin, who played for both 
teams, went a combined six of 14 
for 74 yards, one touchdown and 
three interceptions. 
Travis is still our No. 1 guy, I 
didn't see anything he did wrong 
to make me change that This was 
probably Toki's best scrimmage 
of the spring," Kidd said. "Chip 
directed the team very well. I 
thought all die quarterbacks did a 
good job." 
A major concern going into the 
No. 21 Sunsett Graham intercepts a pass over the outstretched arms of Matt Corbett Saturday at Roy KkJd 
Stadium. Graham had two interceptions and one tackle to help the Maroon squad secure victory 16-14. 
fall is the receiving corps. With no 
seniors and the most experienced 
players freshman and sopho- 
mores, Kidd was impressed with 
what he saw. 
"I was impressed with (Matt) 
Miller, and I thought Carter made 
some nice catches," Kidd said. 
"We still didn't throw the ball as 
much as I would have liked." 
Coming out of the spring. 
Kidd's biggest concern remains at 
linebacker and center. The 
Colonels graduated all three 
starters at linebacker from last 
season's 8-2 team and graduated 
center Jacob Johnson. If the 
spring game serves as any indica- 
tion, the Colonels should be fine 
at linebacker. 
Projected   starters  Justen 
Rivers recorded three solo tackles 
Softball hitting 
stride again 
Colonels break out of slump, 
winning four straight 
BY LEE CASWELL 
Sports writer 
The softball team faced 
Morehead State Tuesday in their 
last road game of the season. 
Eastern proved victorious and 
improved its overall record to 28- 
11. 
Eastern has won its last four 
games after suffering a minor 
slump last week by losing three of 
four games. 
Eastern proved too much for 
Morehead State, beating them in 
six innings courtesy of the eight 
run rule. Jonelle Csora picked up 
her 18th win of the season in the 
victory. Csora pitched six innings, 
allowed four hits and struck out 
seven batters. 
The hits weren't scarce for the 
Colonels; they recorded 15 on the 
afternoon. Jennifer Norris, Elise 
Bun. h and Kelli Bromery all went 
3-4 in the win. Megan Mills and 
Diana Barreras both went 2-4. 
One of Barreras' hits was a home 
run. 
Earlier in the week Eastern 
faced Eastern Illinois here at 
home. Eastern swept the 
Panthers in the three-game 
series. In the double header 
Saturday the Colonels dominated 
Eastern Illinois in the first game. 
Eastern won the game by the 
eight run rule in the fifth inning, 
80. 
"We finished it in five innings, 
so we still had something left in 
the next game," Coach Jane 
Worthington said. 
The Colonels didn't have it so 
easy in the second game. Eastern 
Illinois jumped out to an early 3-0 
lead. In the bottom of the fifth, 
Megan Mills hit a solo homer to 
make it 3-1. Eastern Illinois 
answered right back in the top of 
the sixth with a home run of their 
own to make it 4-1. 
Diana Barreras got the rally 
started by doubling in the bottom 
of the sixth. Elise Burch then sin- 
gled to score Barreras. and Jen 
Norris singled to advance Burch 
to second. 
With two outs and two runners 
on, Amy Herrington stepped up to 
and two assists to go along with 
an interception. Thomas Morgan 
recorded seven solo tackles, four 
assists and had a fumble recov- 
ery. 
"A lot of guys gained a lot of 
experience during the spring," 
Kidd said. "I'm still a little con- 
cerned about the center position, 
but I believe we will put a compet- 
itive team on the field." 
Next up 
WhM: Saturday and 
Sunday at 1 p.m. Tuesday 
beginning at 2 p.m. 
>: Hood Field 
Steve Richardson/Progress 
Eastern catcher Megan Mills looks for the foul ball in Sunday's 9-8 win 
over Eastern Illinois. The win kept the team a half game up in the OVC. 
the plate. Herrington proceeded 
to crush the ball over the left field 
fence, and Eastern took the lead 
54. 
"I was just hoping I got under 
it enough for it to go over." 
Herrington said. 
The scoring wasn't quite over 
for the Colonels as Bethany 
Herrington walked, Megan Mills 
doubled and Kelli Bromley sin- 
gled to score Herrington. 
Mills then stole home on a wild 
pitch to score the last run for the 
Colonels. Jonelle Csora struck out 
all three batters in the top of the 
seventh to end the game and 
improve her record to 17-6 on the 
season. 
This just proves again that it's 
not over till its over," Worthington 
said. 
It was another come-from- 
behind victory and more of Amy 
Herrington's heroics that earned 
the Colonels the win in the third 
game on Sunday. Down SO in the 
fifth inning, the Colonels scored 
six runs to take the lead 6-5. 
Eastern Illinois then took an 8-5 
lead in the seventh inning, and 
the Colonels had another deficit 
to overcome. 
Elise Burch walked to start the 
comeback in the seventh. Jen 
Norris doubled to score Burch. 
Amy Herrington was then hit by a 
pitch, and Bethany Herrington 
reached first on a single to load 
the bases for Kelli Bromley. 
With two outs and down in the 
count; 0-2, Bromery made contact 
and sent the ball into centerfield 
to score Berthoud, who was pinch 
running for Norris. Jennifer 
Christiansen then popped out to 
end the game and send it to extra 
innings. 
The game remained scoreless 
until the bottom of the ninth 
inning when Amy Herrington 
stepped up to the plate. 
Herrington hit her sixth and most 
crucial home run of the year to 
win the game for the Colonels 94$. 
"We'll take the wins, but 
there's still something missing." 
Worthington said. "All the teams 
in our conference are capable of 
sneaking up on you." 
Men fourth, women sixth in tourney 
Steve Richardson/Progress 
Ah/In Cheng returns a volley at 
the Martin courts March 8. 
BY CASSONOBA KWBY  
Assistant sports editor 
Eastern's men and women's 
tennis teams traveled to 
Centennial Park in Nashville, 
Tenn., Saturday in hopes of claim- 
ing the Ohio Valley Conference 
championship tournament title. 
The men ended the three-day 
tournament in fourth place, while 
the women finished the tourney 
in sixth. 
In first round matches, the 
men defeated Morehead State, 4 
1, while the women were shutout 
by Murray State, 4-0. 
The men got singles wins from 
Seth Hauser 6-4,7-6, Luke Recker 
6-1.6-3, and Atvin Cheng 61.6-3. 
In doubles, the Colonels got 
the point. Recker-Cheng won 
their match. 8-6, and Hauser 
Chase Armstrong also won, 8-6. 
The win puts the men in the 
championship round while the 
loss sent the women to the conso- 
lation bracket 
In the second day of matches, 
the two teams looked, to improve 
on Friday's play. The Lady 
Colonels succeeded sweeping 
Austin Peay, 4-0. while the men's 
team came up short as Murray 
State blanked the Colonels, 40. 
This would prove to be the 
Lady Colonels' last smile, howev- 
er, as both the men and the 
women ended their 2002 season 
with a loss the next day. 
In men's competition, Eastern 
was defeated. 4-2, for fourth place 
by UT Martin, while the Lady 
Colonels lost their fifth place 
match to Eastern Illinois. 4-0. The 
loss closed out the season for the 
men with a 10-13 record, while 
the women ended with a 7-15 
overall mark. 
Before the season-ending loss, 
however, the Lady Colonels were 
basking in-the glow of success 
witii their 4-0 victory over Austin 
Peay. 
In the match the Lady Colonels 
added singles wins by Tami 
Williams at No. 4 as she beat 
Austin Peay's Jenica Porter (6-1 
and 6-2); Long at No. 5 with her 
victory over Kelli Bridges {60 and 
60); and Lyndsey Warbington at 
No. 6 as she got the best of Cindy 
Wall (60 and 60). 
The Lady Colonels also won 
the doubles point by taking No. 2 
when Eastern's Andie Hill and 
Natalie Garcia defeated Austin 
Peay's Judy Liwanpo and Zannah 
Brown, 8-5, and the Lady 
Colonels' No. 3 team of Williams 
and Warbington defeated Bridges 
and Jill Speer. 8-2 
The men, however, could not 
pull themselves together as they 
remained scoreless in their match 
against Murray State, falling 4-0. 
In the championships the next 
day, the Lady Colonels got the 
smile wiped from their faces as 
Eastern Illinois swept Eastern for 
fifth place (4-0). while Eastern's 
men':, team ended the season on a 
two-game losing streak as UT 
Martin defeated the Colonels, 4-2. 
Scoring for the men were Ross 
Schitter who defeated Martin's 
Jay Clark (62. 6-1) at No. 6 sin- 
gles and Cheng at No. 4 singles 
when he defeated Gustavo Auzola 
(1-6,64 and 7-6 (4)). 
Eastern also won at doubles 
when junior Lee Lester and 
Schitter combined to defeat Clark 
and Lucas Tregansin, 8-1. 
However. Eastern lost the dou- 
bles point when the Colonels' No. 
1 and No. 2 doubles teams were 
defeated. 
The men finished the season 
with an overall 10-13 record com- 
pared to last year's 4-17 record. 
Senior captain Seth Hauser says 
that the success of this year rests 
on one man's shoulders, head 
coach Rob Oertel. 
"Overall, our success has to do 
greatly with our new coach," 
Hauser said. "He has instilled a 
work ethic into our program and 
has upped the program signifi- 
cantly." 
Hauser also thinks the new 
coach can be credited for the 
great year the Colonels have had 
compared to previous years. 
"We have exceeded our goals 
this season." Hauser said. "It was 
definitely a great year and I think 
we owe the success to our new 
coach." 
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Baseball 
taking a 
break from 
OVC play 
BTCOAEYHAU. 
Sport* 
The Colonel baseball team 
took a break from Ohio Valley 
Conference action by playing five 
non-conference games before get- 
ting back to OVC play this week- 
end vs. UT Martin. 
The team went 2-3 in the five 
games to drop its non-conference 
record to 5-22 on the year. 
Tuesday evening the Colonels 
recorded one of their wins by 
defeating Samford at Turkey 
Hughes field. 9-4. Brad Schmhtou 
continued a trend of complete 
games by the Colonel pitching 
staff, who also had two over the 
weekend. Schmhtou allowed two 
earned runs while striking out 
nine in his second start of the sea- 
son. 
The Colonels jumped out to a 
60 lead after seven innings before 
Samford finally got on the board 
with a run in the eighth. Eastern 
answered back with three in its 
half of the eighth before the 
Bulldogs tried to mount a rally in 
the ninth by sending six pinch hit- 
ters to the plate. 
They would record three hits 
and score three runs in the 
inning, but it wasn't enough as 
the Colonels went on to win their 
11th game of the year. 
Will Whisenant led the Colonel 
attack at the plate by recording 
three hits. Neil Sellers had two 
hits, scored two runs and drove in 
three while Chris Clark added 
two hits of his own including a 
homerun. 
The Colonels traveled to Terre 
Haute, Ind., over the weekend to 
face off against Indiana State 
University in a three game series 
with a doubleheader Saturday and 
a single game to wrap up the 
series on Sunday. 
Sunday's game got away from 
the Colonels. Down 6-2 entering 
the sixth, the Colonels put up two 
runs in each of the next three 
innings to and only allowed one 
Indiana State run to put Eastern in 
a position to win 8-7 in the eighth. 
Cotonal fcsft ftotdsr Aaron 
had two hits «i tw gam* wan an RBrs and 
Slew rktuwacrvTicgrsii 
wan a pach Tuesday vs. Samford at Turkey Hughes Field. Waams 
a run scored to help the team to a 9-4 win. 
But the Sycamores scored a 
run in their half of the eighth to 
tie it up at 8-8. That's the way it 
would stay until the 13th inning 
when Indiana State's John 
Purdom singled with the bases 
loaded off reliever Scott Santa to 
give the Sycamores the 98 victo- 
ry. 
"We gave up three runs on 
three errors early, and it really 
came back to bite us." Dominguez 
said. 
Nic Lively started for the 
Colonels and went the first six 
innings, giving up four earned 
runs on nine hits. Santa got the 
loss, only giving up the one run in 
the 13th while allowing three hits 
and walking three. Greg Estep 
had three hits and two RBIs to 
lead the way at the plate. 
In the first game of Saturday's 
doubleheader. the Colonels were 
down 6-5 after six innings but 
could never push that final run 
across. 
They had two on in the sev- 
enth, the bases loaded in the 
eighth and the winning run at the 
plate in the ninth but failed to 
score in every situation to drop 
the game 6-5. 
"We were in position to win all 
weekend games, but we couldn't 
get that key hit when we needed 
it," coach Elvis Dominguez said. 
"We had our chances but just 
couldn't convert" 
Spencer Boley went the dis- 
tance for the Colonels, giving up 
six runs on six hits. The loss 
dropped his record to 0-5 on the 
year. Josh Anderson. Aaron 
Williams and Sellers each had two 
hits at the plate to lead the hitting 
attack 
The second game featured 
another Colonels complete game. 
but this time it ended in victory by 
a score of 3-0. Chip Albright went 
the full nine innings for the 
shutout victory to up his record to 
4-2 on the season. 
"We had great pitching all 
weekend." Dominguez said. "Chip 
dominated from the first inning. 
He did an outstanding job. 
Whenever they tried to get some- 
thing going, he shut them down." 
The Colonels plated all three 
runs in the third inning with the 
help of three Indiana State errors. 
Six players recorded tuts on the 
afternoon. 
Last Wednesday the team 
began this stretch of non-confer- 
ence games with a lopsided defeat 
at the hands of Lipscomb, 17-9. 
"We gave up 17 runs all 
earned," Dominguez said. "We 
played catch-up all day, and we 
can't do that and expect to win 
against a good ball." 
The Bisons jumped out from 
the start by plating three runs in 
the first inning off starter Scott 
Goetz. 
The Colonels would try to rally 
by putting up a run in their half of 
Up MX* 
WhM: Saturday and 
Sunday at 1 p.m. and 
Wednesday at 3 p.m 
Wlllll: Turkey Hughes 
field 
the first on a Williams single that 
scored Anderson. But Lipscomb 
put up two runs in the third, three 
in the fourth, two more in the 
fifth, four in the eighth and added 
three more in the ninth to cruise 
to the win. 
Goetz got the loss to drop his 
record to 4-5 on the season by giv- 
ing up three runs in two innings 
pitched. Phillip Robertson and 
Williams were the lone bright 
spots of the day for the Colonels. 
Robertson had three hits and 
three RBIs, while Williams added 
two hits with three driven in. 
With nine conference games 
left on hie schedule, the Colonels 
sit at 6-6 in the league. 
Dominguez feels that his team 
could make some noise in the 
tournament if it plays smart 
"We've got a great chance to 
get to the tourney and do some 
damage," Dominguez said. "If we 
can play clean baseball and elimi- 
nate the little errors, that goal is 
very attainable." 
► tporto bri#f» 
Softball signs Hartnett 
Eastern softball coach Jane 
Worthington announced the sign- 
ing of Erin Hartnett of Mount 
Vernon High School in Mount 
Vernon. Wash., to a national let- 
ter-of-intent. Hartnett has been a 
standout as a catcher for Mount 
Vernon High and has also played 
third base and outfield for the 
Bulldogs. Hartnett was named 
MVHS Softball Offensive Player 
of the year in 2000 and 2001 and 
was named first team All-League 
in 2001. 
Rivalry to continue 
The state's oldest football rival- 
ry between Eastern and Western 
wul be set afire again in the 2003 
season; both schools announced 
April 18. The two schools have 
met 78 time with the HiDtoppers 
holding a 42-33-3 edge. Eastern 
did not play Western last year 
after Western left the Ohio Valley 
Conference to join the Gateway 
Conference in football. 
The two teams are not sched- 
uled to play in the 2002 season, 
but will renew the rivalry when 
Eastern heads to Bowling Green 
for a contest with Western on 
Sept. 20. 2003. Western returns 
the game at Eastern. Sept. 18, 
2004. 
14 athletes inducted 
Eastern recognized 14 student- 
athletes by inducting them into 
the Kentucky Beta Chapter of Chi 
Alpha Sigma National College 
Athlete Honor Society. The stu- 
dent-athletes are: Carrie Adams 
(volleyball). Zoey Artist (women's 
basketball). Erica Ashley (volley- 
ball). Josh Blevins (track). Julie 
Brandmeyer (volleyball), Elise 
Burch (softball). Kathy 
Dodsworth (track). Rebekah 
Galati (volleyball), Adam Green 
(football). Andrea Hill (tennis). 
Marisa Kawa (volleyball). Brad 
Morris (Golf). Amy WeUs (soft- 
ball), and Jennifer Wheeler 
(track/cross country). 
Football plavers 
honored at Banquet 
Eastern junior defensive back 
Yeremiah Befl was the top award 
winner at Eastern's annual foot- 
ball awards banquet held Friday 
night as he was named defensive 
player of the year. Freshman tail- 
back CJ. Hudson took home the 
Compaed by C—ondra Kaby 
offensive player of the year award. 
Senior offensive tackle Brent Fox. 
junior defensive-tackle Marcus 
Adams, senior defensive ead 
Chris Minter senior linebacker 
Tun Gibbens. senior cornerback 
Eric Sims, senior center Jacob 
Johnson, senior linebacker Nick 
Sullivan, freshman linebacker 
Justen Rivers, freshman i 
back Carl Hayden and 
guard Ryan Hortman were al rec- 
ognized as wea. 
Amy Herrington 
named Player of Week 
Eastern softball player Amy 
Herrington was named the Ohio 
Valley Conference Player of die 
Week Monday. Herrington had a 
game-winning walk-off home run 
in the ninth inning to secure a 9-8 
win for Eastern over Eastern 
Illinois on Sunday. The day before 
she had a two-out, three-run 
homer to give Eastern a 6-4 lead 
in a 7-4 win over the Panthers. 
The junior first-baseman batted 
.357 for the week with two 
homers and four RBrs. 
Basketball signs four 
to letters of intent 
Eastern's men's basketball 
coach Travis Ford has announced 
the signing of four players to 
national letters-of-intent for the 
2002-2003 season. Joining the 
Colonel's' program are 6-0. 170- 
pound point guard Matt Witt from 
Bethel High School in Tipp City. 
OH; 6-9. 201-pound forward 
Sherard Rogers and 6-0. 170- 
pound combo guard Mike Scott, 
both from Cecil Community 
College in Northeast Md.; and 6- 
6, 220-pound power forward 
Charles Slaughter from Itawamba 
Community College in Fulton. 
Miss. 
Liz Guard signs to play 
volleyball at Eastern 
Volleyball coach Lori Duncan 
has announced the signing of Liz 
Guard of Villa Angela-St Joseph 
High School in Cleveland, Ohio to 
a national letter-of-intent. Guard, a 
6-0 middle blocker, was part of 
the 2001 Division III State 
Championship team as a senior. 
Guard recorded 284 kills. 60 
blocks, 41 block solos and led the 
team in kills and blocks. 
129 South First St. 
NIGHTLY 
Thursday 
- 750 Miller Lite 
Friday 
- Home of the original 
$7 AH You Can Drink! 
Saturday 
- $1 Domestics 
ome join us Thurs. 
May 2nd for a 
FOAM PARTY 
626-0300 
We cater to private parties. 
Sitter 
135 E. Main St. 
Newly Remodeled 
ghtly Specials 
Wed.   - $3 All you can drink 
draft (ladies in free) 
- We$ tshirt contest 
Thurs.l 
624-0249 
We Cater to Private rties 
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Local golf courses 
getting very busy 
Sports wnear 
With the onset of warm 
weather, many students will be 
Setting oat their golf clubs and 
heading oat to area golf courses. 
Here's the scoop on the three 
local golf courses open to the 
public here in Madison County. 
The Bull at Boone's Trace 
will cost $31 on weekdays and 
$36 00 weekends for 18 boles of 
golf. It is a par 72 course with 10 
par-4 holes, four par-3's and four 
par-5's The longest hole on the 
course is the 10th. if s 542 yards 
to the pin. 
"The most difficult hole on 
the course is probably the 18th." 
pro shop manager Todd 
Christian said. "It's a dog leg 
right that slopes left, and its on 
an elevated green." 
The Bull is running a special 
on all you can play golf after 3 
p.m. for $25. This also includes 
your cart. 
Nine holes cost $21 on week- 
days and $22 on weekends with 
a cart 
To get to The Bull take 1-75 
north and take Exit 97. The 
course is located on Glen Eagle 
Blvd To make a tee time, call 
623-4653. 
Gibson Bay is located just 
down the By-pass on Gibson Bay 
Drive. Gibson Bay. like the Bull. 
is a par-72 course. Gibson Bay 
was awarded four-and-a-half 
stars by Golf Digest Magazine 
and is only one of three courses 
in the state to achieve this 
honor. 
To play 18 holes on a week- 
day, it costs $19 for residents of 
Madison County. On the week- 
end it costs $23. On weekdays, 
if you tee off before 10:30 a.m. or 
after 4:30 p.m.. it only costs $15. 
Gibson Bay features many 
challenging holes with No. 14 
being the most difficult 
"Number 14 is the most diffi- 
cult hole by handicap." employ- 
ee Adam Saylor said. "It's 601- 
yards from the blue tees." 
If you are not a resident of 
Madison County. 18 holes will 
cost $21 on weekdays and $27 
on the weekend. If you don't 
want the cart, subtract $5 if 
ou're playing nine or subtract 
if you're playing 18. To make 
Madison courses 
ready for play 
Retoa 
Know an interesting Athlete? Call 
the Progress at 622-1882 
/ am & Carey Taylor • Owners 
Hair • Nails • Massage 
A Carey-Lane Salon 
inside Powerhouse Gym 
$9° 
a tee time at Gibson Bay. call 
623-0225. 
Last but not least, we have 
Eastern's own Arlington Golf 
Course. Arlington takes the 
prize for least expensive. It is 
$17 dollars during the week to 
play 18 holes with a cart if you 
have a student ID On the week- 
end it is $24 with an ID. 
Eun-Young You/Progress 
"Number eight is a 440-yard 
par-four," says employee Carter 
Brandenburg. "It slopes to the 
right with bunkers on both sides 
of the green, and it's usually 
against the wind." 
To get to Arlington, go down 
Lexington Rd. and turn before 
you get to Cracker Barrel. To 
make a tee time, call 622-2207. 
Rosemary Marionneaux 
Massage Professional 
Walk-in Space available 
By appointment 
Call 
624-3601 
We've Got 
Connections 
1^      Local 
Service 
J^w*^_   (Sa* 10-30%) 
Long 
Distance 
Unlimited 
Internet Access 
7W85 
Now Available! 
For additional information or 
service availability, visit us online at 
www.sswV.com or call toll-free 
888-364-9000. 
Connected 
Today! 
SouthEast 
Telephone 
PLAYING IN 
THE HOOD 
Way to go 
Lady 
Colonels! 
Madison 
naraen 
VJ sAnaonui 
AD INDEX 
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Fort Knox Storage B3 
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Honda of Richmond A4 
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Jack's BP  B4 
Kentucky Nationsl Guard    AS 
Madison Garden   . . A3, B3, B8 
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1 A4 
NKU A4 
Nursing B2 
Picture Perfect   BS 
Pbaa Hut AT 
Pizza Magla AS 
Ramsey, Paul   B4 
Richmond Mini Storage  ., AB 
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oiuoeni Development .... .AZ 
Substance Abuse B2 
Subway AS 
UBS AS 
Weldman Plaatto Surgery .AS 
Woody's  A3.B3 
Check out the great 
in the Progress! 
in Richmond • 859-626-5078 
Oiler only good for o limited time only. Must meet membership retirements. 
Regular price will be charged for additional days rental. 
Take a break from finals 
with a mouth-watering treat 
from your friends at 
Main St. Chevron 
PICK UP YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS CARD TODAY < 
^*f    Free Treat, 
* After Nine Treats Gel A Free "TCB Y" SmaS Cup Or 
Cons Of Frozen Yogurt Or toe Cream 
421 W. Main Street • Richmond, KY • 624-3000 
leeeeeeeeaeeeaeeeeeeeeeaeeeel 
MAIN STREET CHEVRON 
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000 
